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Abstract

Probing condensed matter order with nitrogen-vacancy center scanning magnetometry

by

Alec Alvin Jenkins

The development of new scientific instruments often leads to the observation of new

physical phenomena. In this thesis, I will describe a new imaging instrument aimed at un-

covering and understanding electronic and magnetic phenomena arising on the nanometer

length scale. In recent years, the nitrogen-vacancy center in diamond (NV) has emerged

as a unique tool for sensing magnetic fields with high spatial resolution. We have extended

these sensing capabilities to a wide temperature range and harnessed this temperature

control to probe the emergence of nanoscale collective order in condensed matter systems.

The NV center has properties that make it an ideal tool for this purpose: it is an atomic-

sized defect with a spin that can be optically initialized and read-out, it is noninvasive,

and it retains quantum coherence from cryogenic to room temperature. In this thesis, I

will describe the design and construction of a variable temperature scanning microscope

built around the sensing capabilities of single NV centers. I will also describe the design

and fabrication of the NV sensors themselves. The scanning microscope consists of a con-

focal microscope for addressing NVs, an atomic force microscope housed in a closed-cycle

optical cryostat, and single-crystal diamond probes containing NV centers. Scanning NV

magnetometry excels in probing systems that require good magnetic field sensitivity and

high spatial resolution. I will describe how we have applied this measurement technique

to several condensed matter systems that display magnetic or electronic structure on the

nanometer to micrometer scale. I will focus on our measurements of magnetic skyrmions,

where we show that NV magnetometry can be used to simultaneously probe the structure
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and dynamics of chiral domain walls. And I will describe our measurements exploring

different regimes of electron transport in graphene, where the NV is used as local probe

of current density, in search for signatures of electron hydrodynamic behavior.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Starting with the invention of the compound light microscope in the 1600s, advances in

microscopy and imaging have been followed by leaps in our understanding of condensed

matter systems, both in the study of hard condensed matter, and in soft condensed

matter and biology. Often these advances are related to improvements in resolution,

which allow scientists to uncover spatial order that was previously hidden at small length

scales. Sometimes, however, these advances stem from the development of a totally new

sensing modality. In this thesis, I will describe the development of a new microscopy

tool based on the nitrogen-vacancy center in diamond (NV), used primarily for hard

condensed matter research. The NV at the heart of this microscope is a single spin

with long quantum coherence times over a wide temperature range. Much of the power

of this new tool comes from the NV’s robustness and versatility. In this thesis, I will

describe how this tool is used for the high resolution microscopy of novel order of several

condensed matter systems, including magnetic skyrmions and regimes of current flow in

graphene.

The role of scanning microscopy experiments in condensed matter research is some-

what determined by the relative slowness and technical difficulty of these measurements

compared to transport or bulk material measurements. This has typically meant that

scanning imaging of hard condensed matter systems has been used to validate existing
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models that were developed to describe the results of transport or bulk-type measure-

ments. This is in contrast to the situation in biological research, where optical microscopy

has historically played a more active role in uncovering unexpected phenomena. This dif-

ference may be due to the comparative ease with which biological systems can be probed

with optical microscopy, or could be related to the complexity of biological systems versus

hard condensed matter systems. In hard condensed matter physics, we are often con-

cerned with the behavior of the same basic components— electrons, spins, or phonons in

some kind of periodic structure. In this respect, the amount of complexity and diversity

that emerges out of these systems is kind of amazing. But unfortunately for scanning

microscopists of hard condensed matter systems, the level of complexity is still no match

for the imagination of condensed matter theorists aimed at any new puzzling results from

comparably fast bulk characterization measurements. There are an abundance of hard,

unsolved problems in condensed matter physics, and scanning microscopy is an excellent

tool for studying these problems, but scanning experiments tend to be used for validation

or refinement of a particular model. Transport and bulk measurements can often play

the validation role as well but seem to have a much higher probability of uncovering new,

perplexing phenomena than do scanning microscopy experiments. The main exception

to this categorization is maybe in the ability of microscopy to highlight the importance of

local defects and disorder, whose effects can be easily overlooked in bulk measurements.

The role of scanning microscopy as a validation tool, as well as a tool for examining the

effects of local disorder, is demonstrated in this thesis, where scanning NV measurements

are used to clarify the results of lower-resolution measurements of magnetic skyrmions

in Chapter 4, and transport measurements of electron hydrodynamics in Chapter 5.
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Figure 1.1: (a) Structure of the nitrogen-vacancy center defect in the diamond lat-
tice. (b) SEM image of a diamond probe used for scanning NV magnetometry. (c)
Map of the magnetic field along the NV axis above a magnetic bubble in thin film
Ta/CoFeB/MgO. (B) Reconstructed map of the current density, showing ohmic flow
through a constriction in graphene.)
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Chapter 2

Nitrogen-vacancy center
magnetometry

The NV defect has a few key features that make it a powerful sensor of magnetic fields: it

is a spin-1 defect, with a spin state that can be optically initialized and read-out; it’s read-

out mechanism is noninvasive to many condensed matter systems; it has long coherence

times, giving it good magnetic field sensitivity; it operates from cryogenic temperatures

to above room temperature; and its atomic scale gives it the ability to image magnetic

fields with high spatial resolution. This chapter describes the structure of the NV from

the point of view of using the NV as a sensor of magnetic fields.

2.1 Electronic structure of the NV center

The NV is a diamond defect center composed of a single, substitutional nitrogen

atom and a neighboring lattice vacancy. The electronic structure is determined by a

combination of the C3v symmetry of the defect and the number of electrons trapped in

the defect. Three electrons are contributed from sp3 dangling bonds of the vacancy-

adjacent carbon atoms, two are contributed from the nitrogen atom, and for the sensing

charge state, NV−, another electron is borrowed from another defect somewhere else in

the crystal. This charge state is referred to as the NV throughout this thesis.
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Figure 2.1: The room temperature electronic structure of the NV center. The ground
state 3A2 is a spin triplet with a crystal field splitting of 2.87 GHz between the
ms = ±1 and ms = 0 spin states. The excited triplet state 3E is separated from the
ground state by 637 nm. In most magnetometry applications, transitions between 3A2

and 3E states are driven by excitation through a phonon sideband, using green laser
light. Nonradiative transitions between the triplet states to the singlet states 1A1

and 1E can change the spin state, giving rise to spin polarization and optical contrast
between the NV spin states.

The aspects of the electronic structure relevant for NV magnetometry are shown in

Fig. 2.1. This structure has been determined by experimental and theoretical work over

many decades [1–8]. The ground state 3A2 is a spin triplet with a spin-spin induced crystal

field splitting D = 2.87 GHz between the ms = ±1 and ms = 0 spin states. Transitions

to the excited triplet state 3E can be driven with 532 nm laser light through a broad

phonon sideband. The NV will often then fluoresce a red photon through an emission

sideband, in a spin-preserving cycle. But spin-orbit coupling also enables nonradiative

intersystem crossings between these triplet states and the singlet states 1A1 and 1E.

These crossings happen preferentially from the ms = ±1 states of 3E. This, combined
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with the long lifetime of the 1E state [9,10], lead to the polarization of the NV spin state

under optical illumination. This same process results in different fluorescence rates for

the ms = ±1 states and the ms = 0 state. Combined, these two effects give rise to the

optically detected magnetic resonance signal (ODMR) that NV magnetometry is built

on. This signal is often referred to as the NV electronic resonance spectrum (ESR).
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Figure 2.2: NV optically detected magnetic resonance spectrum (ODMR). This spec-
trum is measured by illuminating a single NV in a diamond pillar with 532 nm light
and collecting the red fluorescence (NV PL), while running microwaves through a
near-by wire. When the applied microwaves are off resonance, the green light po-
larizes the NV to the ms = 0 spin state and the fluorescence level corresponds to
brighter ms = 0 state. When the microwave frequency is resonant with either the
ms = 0 ↔ ms = 1 or ms = 0 ↔ ms = −1 transitions, the spin state population will
be divided between the two states, as determined by a competition of polarization
under optical illumination and the microwave transition rate. On resonance, the NV
fluorescence rate will be given by a mixture of the fluorescence rates in the brighter
ms = 0 and the darker ms = ±1 states. The splitting between the two resonance lines
in this spectrum is proportional to the external magnetic field along the axis of the
NV.

Figure 2.2 shows the ESR spectrum of a single NV in a diamond pillar. This is a con-

tinuous wave ESR signal, where the NV is constantly illuminated with green light while

the frequency of applied microwaves is swept. The splitting between the two resonance
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lines is proportional to the external magnetic field along the NV axis. Measuring changes

in this splitting is the basis for almost all magnetic sensing NV experiments.

2.1.1 Ground state spin

Most NV sensing techniques are based on probing its ground state spin energy lev-

els. The NV ground state spin can be described by the following Hamiltonian, ignoring

hyperfine couplings for now, with ~ = 1 and z along the NV axis1,

H =
(
D + d||Πz

)
S2
z +

γ

2π
S ·B− d⊥Πx

(
S2
x − S2

y

)
+ d⊥Πy (SxSy + SySx) (2.1)

where D is the crystal field splitting (2.87 GHz at room temperature), B is the external

magnetic field, S is the NV spin, γ = 2π × 2.8 MHz/G is the gyromagnetic ratio, d⊥

and d|| are couplings to perpendicular and parallel electric fields respectively, and Πx,y,z

are the components of the total electric field, due to both external fields and effective

electric fields due to crystal strain. We will be concerned with the magnetic response of

the NV, usually in the regime where the strain and the external electric fields are small

(an exception discussed in Appendix F is that the stray electric fields can be quite large

near the edges of gated graphene devices). In the case the strain and electric field are

negligible, NV spin is well described by

H = DS2
z +

γ

2π
S ·B (2.2)

and for (γ/2π)B⊥ = (γ/2π)
√
B2
x +B2

y � D, the transition frequencies from the lower

energy state to the upper two spin states is given by the field along the NV axis, ∆f1,2 =

1In this chapter, the coordinate system is defined with z along the NV axis, while in later chapters z
will be defined normal to the sample plane, and the field along the NV axis will be named BNV in those
chapters.
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D ± (γ/2π)Bz. If B⊥ � Bz, then the eigenstates will be the |mz = 0,±1〉 states. For

increasing B⊥, the eigenstates will be mixtures of these spin states, and the mean of the

transition frequencies will shift higher but their splitting will still be proportional to Bz

as long as |B| � D. In this range of external fields, ∆f1,2 = D + f0 ± (γ/2π)Bz, where

f0 depends on the magnitude of B⊥ relative to D and Bz. This is the regime relevant to

all the scanning magnetometry measurements described in this thesis.

In NV magnetometry we would like to solve the inverse problem to that described

above— we measure the transition frequencies and we want to use these frequencies to

learn something about the magnetic field. Section 2.2.4 describes the calculation of Bz

and B⊥ from the measured transition frequencies.

2.1.2 NV spin coherence

A key feature of the NV spin is its long coherence times. The relevant coherence

time for a DC magnetic field measurement is the dephasing time T ∗2 , while the relevant

coherence time for an AC measurement is T2. These are the characteristic times of the

NV phase coherence in a Ramsey (T ∗2 ) or Hahn echo/dynamical decoupling sequence

(T2), as described in 2.2.5. T ∗2 determines the minimum achievable linewidth in an

ESR measurement, and so ultimately contributes to the sensitivity of our measurement.

Similarly, T2 limits the phase accumulation time in an AC measurement and thus factors

in to the AC sensitivity. The long coherence times of the NV are owed partly to the

magnetically quiet environment of the diamond lattice, and partly to the high Debye

temperature of diamond which gives low rates of spin-phonon bath coupling at room

temperature (resulting in long longitudinal relaxation times, T1). The main sources of

magnetic noise intrinsic to the diamond are paramagnetic defects, including 13C atoms,

with a natural abundance of about 1%, and defects originating from our implantation

8
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procedure, such as unpaired nitrogen atoms and vacancies. As discussed in Sec. 2.3.1, for

very shallow NVs (< tens of nm from the diamond surface), paramagnetic and electronic

defects at the diamond surface can become the main sources of decoherence.

2.1.3 Hyperfine interactions

The hyperfine structure of the NV arises from coupling between the electronic NV

spin defect’s nitrogen nuclear spin. This interaction can be described by

Hhf = A||gsSzIz + A⊥gs (SxIx + SyIy) (2.3)

where A
||
gs ' −2.2 MHz for 14N and A

||
gs ' 3.0 MHz for 15N. For 14N, the interaction

between the nuclear spin-1 and the NV electron spin splits each of the NV spin state

transitions into three lines, spaced by 2.2 MHz. For the spin-1/2 15N, the transitions split

into two lines separated by 3.0 MHz. For the CWESR measurements used for imaging,

this hyperfine interaction is mostly relevant in that it is possible to achieve slightly better

magnetic field sensitivity in CWESR measurements with the larger spectral spacing and

larger contrast of the 15N hyperfine.

2.1.4 Orbital states and transitions

The NV orbital structure gives rise to the optical spin state polarization and spin

state read-out that are so crucial to NV sensing. Understanding the orbital structure

and the symmetries of the different NV levels is thus important for understanding how

the spin state polarization and read-out work and when these mechanisms will fail. A lot

of information about the structure can be obtained by examining its symmetry. Starting

from the defect’s C3v symmetry group, approximate molecular orbitals of the NV can be

projected from arbitrary combinations of the dangling bonds onto each of the irreducible

9
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representations of C3v using the operator P(j) =
lj
6

∑
R χ

(j)(R)∗PR, where j labels the

irreducible representation, lj is the dimension of the jth representation, the sum over

R runs over the 6 symmetry elements of this group, and PR is the symmetry operator

describing the group element R acting on the space of dangling bond functions. This

calculation has been done nicely in several places [6, 7, 11, 12]. This process, combined

with information obtained by including the Coulomb interaction, yields two lower-energy,

nondegenerate, totally symmetric orbitals a1(1) and a1(2), and a pair of degenerate or-

bitals ex and ey. The six electrons of the NV− state are then distributed among these

orbitals, filling up the lower energy a1(1) and a2(2) states and two of the four available

ex,y states, giving the ground state configuration. The defect may be modeled equally

well using these six electrons, or two holes in the remaining unoccupied states. In the

hole picture the ground state has two spins in e states and is often labeled as e2.

When the NV is excited optically, a hole is transferred from an e state to an a1(2)

state, and this orbital excited state is labeled ea. The total symmetry of these states is

set by the total two hole wave function, including the spin state. The ground state spin

triplet has three levels and the excited orbital doublet and spin triplet has in general 6

levels. These states are shown in Fig. 2.3. Note that the orbital fine structure of the

excited state shown here is washed out at room temperature as described below.

Some information about the relative intersystem crossing rates from the 3E states to

1A1 (shown in Fig. 2.1) can be obtained by looking at the symmetry of the states. For

example the |A1〉 triplet state is the only 3E state directly coupled to a vibrationally

excited level of the spin singlet 1A1, and thus is expected to have the largest intersystem

crossing rate, while the E1 and E2 states couple to 1A1 through a second-order phonon

process and their crossing rates are expected to be slower. And this is indeed what is

observed when these rates are measured directly [13, 14]. At temperatures above ∼20

K, vibrations mix the excited orbital doublet states and the intersystem crossing rates

10
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Figure 2.3: NV states shown schematically, relative to the diamond valence and
conduction bands. The full two hole states are shown above in terms of the
molecular orbitals ex,y and a1(2), where |E±〉 = |ae± − e±a〉, |e±〉 = ∓(ex ± iey),
|X〉 = (|E−〉 − |E+〉)/2, and |Y 〉 = i(|E−〉 + |E+〉)/2 [6]. The name of each state is
given to the right the state.

are given by the average rates over the relevant orbital states [15]. At room temperature

the excited state is effectively an orbital singlet (the zero-field splitting Des between the

ms = 0 and ms ± 1 states remains) and there are two intersystem crossing rates, a fast

rate for the ms = ±1 states and a much slower rate for the ms = 0 state. This results in

the spin polarization of the NV under optical illumination.

This polarization mechanism is spoiled by perpendicular magnetic fields, which lead to

mixing of the |ms = 0,±1〉 states in the ground and excited orbital states. As a result of

the mixing, the intersystem crossing rates for the different spin states are altered and, for

example, the lowest energy spin level of the excited orbital, |3E〉 |0〉 → c0 |3E〉 |ms = 0〉+

c1 |3E〉 |ms = 1〉 + c2 |3E〉 |ms = −1〉 has a higher probability to undergo an intersystem

crossing to the 1A1 level. This reduces the optical spin state contrast. Due to the
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crystal field spin state splittings of both the ground (Dgs = 2.87 GHz) and excited states

(Des = 1.42 GHz), in the low-field regime ((γ/2π)|B| � Dgs, Des) the spin state mixing

and drop in contrast is mostly independent of the field component along the NV axis [16].

Examining the symmetry of the NV gives an intuition for the electronic structure

and the allowed transitions, but more sophisticated Ab initio studies combined with

experimental measurements are required whenever more quantitative descriptions are

required. Studies like these [1–5, 7, 8, 13–15] have validated this simple symmetry-based

model and converged on the electronic structure described above and shown in Fig. 2.1

and Fig. 2.3.

2.1.5 NV photophysics and photon statistics

In our scanning magnetometry experiments we typically prefer to use single NVs to

probe the magnetic field, as this allows us to achieve high spatial resolution. The time-

dependent fluorescence signal of a single emitter like the NV center displays non-classical

correlations in fluorescence intensity. Measurements of these correlations are useful for

determining whether our NV probes contain single NVs. Specifically, we measure the

second-order time-intensity correlation function

g(2) =
〈I(t+ τ)I(t)〉
〈I(t)〉2 (2.4)

to help determine if we have a single NV in a particular probe, where the measured

intensity at time t is I(t). Using single photon detectors, this function can be written

as [17]

g(2)(τ) = P (t+ τ |t)/P (t) (2.5)
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where P (t+ τ |t) is the probability to detect a photon at time t+ τ , given that a photon

was detected at time t and P (t) is the probability to detect a photon at any time t.

In practice this function is measured using two single photon detectors as shown in Fig.

2.4. Fluorescence from an NV(s) is collected in an optical fiber and a broad-band fiber

50:50 beamsplitter (custom from Gould Fiber Optics) is used to direct this fluorescence

to two single-photon detectors based on silicon avalanche photodiodes (Excelitas SPCM-

AQRH). These detectors output short TTL pulses, which are routed to a time-correlated

single photon counting system (PicoHarp 300). We use the first input channel to trigger

the timing of photon events on the second channel. Measured in this way, the correlation

function is given by

g(2)(τ) =
P (Bt+τ |At)
P (Bt)

(2.6)

where probability P (Bt+τ |At) is the probability to receive a photon on detector B at

time τ + t, given that a photon was detected at time t on detector A, and P (Bt) is the

probability to receive a photon on detector B at arbitrary times t.

Understanding the g(2) correlation measurement of the NV requires an analysis that

takes intersystem crossings into the singlet states into account. Figure 2.5 has an example

of a g(2) signal measured on a diamond pillar. There is a sharp dip at τ = 0 indicating

that the probability of receiving a photon at detector B at the same time as one on

detector A is lower than the probability to receive a photon at detector B at arbitrary

times. The time of the exponential rise out of this dip is given by the radiative lifetime of

the excited state, here measured to be about 12 ns. The g(2) signal then rises above the

long-time average value of 1 before decaying back to this value over several hundred ns.

The timescale of this second decay is given by the lifetime of the metastable singlet state.

This dip below, and hump above, the level of g(2) = 1 are described as anti-bunching

and bunching of photons respectively. As the optical power is increased, the amplitude
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Figure 2.4: Setup for a g(2) correlation measurement. NV fluorescence is collected
in an optical fiber, and a ∼50:50 broadband fiber beamsplitter directs the fluores-
cence to two single-photon detectors. These detector emit short TTL pulses when
a photon is detected and these pulses are routed to a Time-correlated single-photon
counting system (TCSPC), capable of registering these pulse events wth picosecond
level resolution. In the g(2) measurement, one input channel of this TCSPC is used as
a trigger for events registered on the second channel. Making a histogram of events
on channel B measured relative to a photon event on channel A gives a measurement
of P (Bt+τ |At).

of the bunching hump gets larger, and the timescale of the second exponential decay

decreases [17]. There is another feature, often visible in these g(2) measurements, that is

an artifact caused by the limitations of the photon correlation hardware. The TCSPC

is designed to detect only one photon per excitation cycle (where the excitation cycle is

triggered by a photon received on detector A). This means that if the powers incident on

the two detectors are about even, then there will be a non-negligible probably of receiving

two or more photons on the second detector between photon events on the first, and these

events won’t be registered. This will lead to a decay in the measured g(2) over long times

scales. To avoid this, the second detector should have a much lower incident fluorescence

power than the first. This can be accomplished by loosening the fiber connection to SPD
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B slightly. This will, however, make the measurement slower.

τ (ns)

g(2
)
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Figure 2.5: An ambiguous g(2) correlation measurement. The g(2) correlation from a
diamond pillar is measured with the setup shown in Fig. 2.4. The minimum value dips
below 0.5, but there are two NVs in this pillar with different fluorescence detection
rates.

The g(2) correlation measurement is useful for determining whether or not a diamond

probe contains a single NV, but some care is required in interpreting the measurement

results from optical nanostructures, like the diamond pillars used in our scanning probes.

In these structures, the NV fluorescence rates and detection efficiencies depend strongly

on the lateral position of the NV within the pillar. This means that it is possible to mea-

sure values g2 < 0.5 even for pillars containing multiple NVs. The correlation function for

two single-photon emitters with uncorrelated, differing fluorescence collection/detection

probabilities P1 and P2, is given by [18]

g(2)(τ) = g(2)(0) + (1− g(2)(0))g
(2)
0 (τ) (2.7)
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where g
(2)
0 (τ) is single-NV correlation function and

g(2)(0) =
2P1(Bt)
P2(Bt)(

P1(Bt)
P2(Bt)

+ 1
)2 (2.8)

An example of this measurement for a pillar containing two NVs is shown in Fig. 2.5,

which gives g(2) ≈ 0.44. For magnetometry applications, the acceptable level g(2) for

use as a single-NV probe is set by the practical consideration that we would like our

magnetic signal to be dominated by a single NV. In practice, the first step in determining

the number of NVs in a probe is to split resonance lines of the four NV orientations by

different amounts using a magnetic field with different projections along each NV axis.

Depending on the application, probes with multiple NVs of different orientations can

still be used, as long as the ESR lines for the different orientations can be separated

throughout the imaging measurement, but these probes will suffer from decreased spin

state contrast due to the fluorescence from the off-resonant NVs. The g(2) measurement

can then confirm whether the fluorescent signal of these remaining single-splitting probes

is dominated by a single NV. In other NV measurements, for example those probing

the charge state dynamics of single NVs, the presence of secondary NVs with very low

collection rates can be detected by looking at the distribution of photons detected in a

read-out measurement sensitive to the NV charge state [18].

2.2 NV sensing

The general idea of using solid-state spin defects for scanning magnetometry [19] was

proposed in 1996 a year before the first demonstration of an ODMR measurement from

a single NV center [3]. A decade later, a similar idea was proposed, this time specific

to fluorescent spins or nanoparticles with ODMR signals [20]. But it wasn’t until a few
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years later, in 2008, that detailed proposals for using NV centers for high spatial reso-

lution magnetometry were put forward [21, 22]. Around the same time, there was the

first experimental demonstration of scanning NV magnetometry (in which a magnetic tip

was scanned over a single NV center in bulk diamond [23]). Since then, there has been

an explosion of papers related to NV sensing, both theoretical and experimental. These

include techniques that have been (or will likely prove to be) practical for imaging or lo-

calized measurements or electric and magnetic noise [24,25,25–34] and more sophisticated

techniques often aimed at nanoscale nuclear or single electron spin magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) [35–41]. There has also been a parallel development of ensemble NV

sensing, where samples are packed with as many NVs as possible, while attempting to

minimize inhomogeneous broadening [42–44]. Better magnetic field sensitivities can be

achieved in ensembles, at the sacrifice of some spatial resolution.

2.2.1 CWESR

The simplest methods of sensing magnetic fields with an NV are based on continuous

wave measurements of the ESR spectrum (CWESR), like that shown in Fig. 2.2. In these

measurements, the NV is continuously illuminated with green light and microwaves.

The relative power of the light and microwaves is adjusted depending on the sensing

application. In this thesis I will break the applications up into two groups— sensing

low fields from sources like currents flowing in graphene (µT-scale), or high fields from

sources like ferromagnets (mT-scale). The classification of low vs. high in an NV sensing

measurement is determined by the dynamic range of the NV CWESR measurement,

which is roughly the linewidth of the NV ESR transition. This linewidth is limited by the

coherence time T ∗2 , but is also typically broadened by the driving optical and microwave

fields. The linewidth of an NV spin state transition can be determined from the two-level
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Bloch equations, where the light-induced polarization and dephasing processes are each

treated with a relaxation term, and it is assumed that the optical power is not very small

(> 1% of the saturation power), [24]

∆ν =
Γ∞c
2π

√(
s

s+ 1

)2

+
Ω2
R

Γ∞p Γ∞c
(2.9)

where Γ∞c is high power limit of light-induced dephasing (on order of the NV excited state

lifetime), Γ∞p is the high power limit of optical spin polarization (a few hundred ns), ΩR is

the microwave Rabi rate, and s is the optical saturation parameter (Γp = Γ∞p s/(s+ 1)).

2.2.2 Low-field sensing

In the low-field sensing case, it is often favorable to operate at low enough microwave

and optical powers so that the hyperfine transitions are resolvable. The best magnetic

sensitivity is achieved when the microwave frequency is parked on the steepest part of

the resonance line. For a Lorenztian line-shape, like that describing a power-broadened

resonance, the positions of maximum slope are at

fm = ± ∆ν

2
√

3
(2.10)

The slope of the resonance line at these positions, in terms of the NV |ms = 0〉 fluores-

cence rate I0, |ms = ±〉, fluorescence rate I±, and frequency f , is given by the mixed spin

state fluorescence rate Ic = I0(1− 3α/4) for spin state contrast α = (I0 − I±)/I0,

dI

df
=

3
√

3

4

Icα

∆ν
(2.11)
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In the well-resolved-hyperfine case, assuming a shot-noise limited measurement, this

would translate into a magnetic field sensitivity,

ηcw =
4

3
√

3

2π

γ

∆ν

α
√
Ic

(2.12)

When the optical and microwave powers are increased the situation gets more complicated

and the overlapping hyperfine lines begin to effectively increase the contrast, but the

overlap also smears out the steep resonance slopes. For the NVs in our scanning probes,

it is often possible to achieve ηcw ∼ 2 µT/
√

Hz.

The measurement described above, with a microwave frequency fixed to the side of

the NV resonance converts a change in magnetic field along the NV axis into a change in

the NV fluorescence, which gives a change in the photon collection rate of our confocal

microscope. However, there are many other reasons that this collection rate can change

during a scan:

• The NV transition width depends on the NV position relative to sample features,

like magnetic domain walls

• The NV photoluminescence rate (PL) is sensitive to the NV-sample separation,

sample material, NV charge state, or large perpendicular magnetic fields

• The background PL rate can depend on sample position

• The green laser power can fluctuate

• The focus of the green laser will drift over time

• The NV contrast can change due to changes in the charge state balance, or changes

in the microwave field as the NV is moved relative to the sample or microwave wire
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Since these changes in the NV PL can be large compared to the changes in the NV

PL due to the magnetic field from low-field samples, any measurement of the magnetic

field should be immune to these non-BNV changes in the NV ESR signal. To avoid these

issues, we use square wave frequency modulation to alternately drive an NV transition

on either side of the resonance, at the frequency positions where the sensitivity is high-

est. The PL detection is locked to the frequency modulation, similar to the method

demonstrated in [26]. The mid-point of the frequency modulation square wave is swept

over a linear region of this modulated frequency signal and the x-intercept of a linear fit

to the resulting demodulated signal gives the best estimate of the transition frequency.

This measurement is diagrammed in Fig. 2.6. For 14N, the best modulation amplitude is

roughly 2|A||gs|+ ∆ν/
√

3. The sensitivity of this measurement can be optimized by com-

puting the frequency error using the linear regression of the measurement as diagrammed

in Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: NV frequency modulation lock-in measurement. The microwave drive
frequency is square-wave modulated to either side of an NV transition. A TTL
square-wave controlling the modulation is routed to the NV signal counter and sets
the counter direction up (down) for TTL high (low). For the 5 kHz modulation typi-
cally used, the TTL demodulation is in phase with the frequency modulation. When
the midpoint of the modulation frequencies fc is below (above) the center of the NV
resonance, the demodulated signal is positive (negative). The transition frequency
is measured by sweeping fc in a small range over which the demodulated signal re-
mains linear and extracting the x-axis intercept. When demodulated signal is zero,
fc matches the NV resonance, assuming a symmetric NV hyperfine.

2.2.3 High-field sensing

The other relevant sensing regime is for samples that produce large magnetic fields

(compared to the dynamic range γ∆ν). In this thesis, this regime applies to the magnetic

skyrmion samples examined in Chapter 4. In these materials, the stray fields produced

near sharply varying magnetization patterns can be quite large, many tens of Gauss

for the materials and NV heights in our work. For sensing high fields, the required

measurement time to reach a given signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is limited not by the

slope of the resonance, as above, but by the dynamic range of the NV ESR lines, or

equivalently by the total depth of the NV resonance. While the resonance slope and

the amplitude are related, they do not correspond to exactly the same thing, and the

difference implies a different measurement strategy. In the high-field case, it is favorable

to crank up the optical and microwave excitation to maximize the amplitude of the NV
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resonance, while sacrificing the narrow transition widths to power broadening. This will

increase the resonance amplitude up until the point that the NV orbital transition is

saturated, at which point the contrast will begin to decrease.

For stray fields of tens of Gauss, the frequency shifts of the NV are on the order of 100

MHz or above, much larger than the typical, hyperfine and power broadened NV lines of

several MHz, and it is possible to achieve high SNRs just by locating the ESR transitions

above the PL noise floor. In this case, still assuming a shot-noise limited measurement,

the fixed-frequency SNR for measurement time Tm is given by

SNR = α
√
IcTm (2.13)

This SNR applies to the case of a fixed frequency, or contour measurement, where an NV

is scanned over a sample surface while the NV fluorescence, or photoluminescence (PL),

rate is measured for a given microwave frequency. The resulting image is a field contour

image with dark contours in the image corresponding to particular values of the stray

magnetic field emanating from the sample that brings either one of the NV spin transi-

tions into resonance with the applied microwaves. For an NV PL rate of 300 kcnts/sec

and a contrast of 0.1, the minimum measurement time to acquire a pixel with an SNR of

10, is about 30 ms. For a 100x100 pixel image, this would yield an SNR = 10 image in

about 5 minutes, ignoring any scanning or measurement overhead. The total measure-

ment time for a contour scan is usually around tens of minutes for a 100x100 pixel image

including scanning overhead and using a PL referenced measurement— often we take

referenced microwave on/off-type measurements to avoid artifacts due to changes in the

fluorescence background, caused by position-dependent variations in sample fluorescence,

variations in laser intensity, or drift in the optical path. An example of a contour image

is shown in Fig. 2.7a, where the microwave frequency is chosen so that the dark contours
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roughly mark the locations of domain walls in a thin film structure Pt/Co/MgO.
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Figure 2.7: High-field sensing methods. (a) Contour imaging of domain walls in a thin
film magnetic heterostructure (Pt/Co/MgO). The microwave frequency is fixed to the
NV zero-field splitting of 2870 MHz so that dark contours in the image correspond
to locations where the magnetic field along the NV axis is zero. For this sample,
these zero-field contours approximately mark the locations of the domain walls. (b)
Full-field image of a bubble skyrmion in another thin film structure (Ta/CoFeB/MgO).
The CWESR spectrum is measured at each point of the scan and the field BNV is
extracted. (c) Plotting the ESR widths from the full-field scan (b) highlights areas
with increased magnetic noise. In this material, domain wall fluctuations give rise to
increased ESR linewidths in the vicinity of the domain walls.

Depending on the application, it may be desirable to get more information about

the stray field than a single field contour can supply. For example, a measurement of

the magnetic field along the NV axis in the imaging plane can sometimes be used to

reconstruct the full vector magnetic field, or make fairly quantitative predictions about

the underlying magnetic or electric system that is producing the stray field, Appendix

E. In order to measure the “full-field” information for high magnetic field samples, we

need to locate the ESR transitions within the large frequency range spanned by the lines

throughout the scan. There are many ways to do this. The most naive method, which

also seems to be the most robust, is just to take a CWESR measurement like that shown
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in Fig. 2.2 at each point in the scan, with large enough frequency point spacing so that

there are a few measurement points within each resonance line. An NV image taken in

this way is shown in Fig. 2.7b. For ESR lines that move over a range ±100 MHz and a

frequency spacing of 1 MHz, the required scan time can increase by a factor of 100 over the

contour scan described above, and even a 50x50 pixel image can take several hours. Some

strategies to reduce the scan time, but still record full-field information include locking

the microwave frequency to the NV transition or sweeping over smaller frequency ranges

centered on each transition, and then updating the center of the sweep range as the tip

moves relative to the sample. In both of these methods, some error-catching protocols

are need so that if the frequency becomes unlocked, or a transition jumps out of the

sweep range between pixel points, the scanning software will know and re-lock or adjust

the sweep range appropriately. Other than robustness, the naive CWESR sweep method

has the added benefit of containing more information than just the center positions of

the NV resonances. The resulting spectrums of CWESR measurements can be used to

simultaneously image both stray fields and magnetic noise fluctuations. An example of

this is shown in Fig. 2.7c, where broadening in the NV lines indicates fluctuations of

magnetic domain walls. These CWESR measurements also reveal multiple NV splittings

at some locations, caused by the hopping of domain walls between bistable positions (see

chapter 4).

2.2.4 Extracting magnetic field from NV transitions

As mentioned in section 2.1.1, we typically measure the frequencies of the NV ground

state spin transitions and want to convert these frequencies into the magnetic field at

the NV position. To first order, the magnetic field along the NV axis is just given by

the Zeeman splitting between the |ms = ±1〉 spin states, BNV ≈ π∆f/γ. But assuming
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the effects of strain and external electric fields are small, the NV ground state is well

represented by Eqn. 2.2, and we can solve for the magnetic field using the measured NV

transitions, including the effects of perpendicular magnetic field [34]. Without loss of

generality, assume the perpendicular magnetic field is oriented along the x axis. Then

the characteristic equation for the Hamiltonian in Eqn. 2.2 becomes

−λ
[
(D − λ)2 −

( γ
2π

)2

B2
z

]
+
( γ

2π

)2

B2
⊥(D − λ) = 0 (2.14)

and we have three independent equations in terms of the three eigenvalues λ0,1,2. Defining

transition frequencies, λ1 = λ0 + ∆f1 and λ2 = λ0 + ∆f2, we can combine the three

characteristic equations and find quadratic equations for the three parameters λ0, Bz,

and B⊥ in terms of ∆f1 and ∆f2. This gives λ0 = (2D − ∆f1 − ∆f2)/3, and knowing

∆f1 and ∆f2, we can calculate the magnitude of the magnetic field components parallel

and perpendicular to the NV axis,

|Bz| =
2π

3γ
√

3D

√
−(D + ∆f1 + ∆f2)(D + ∆f1 − 2∆f2)(D − 2∆f1 + ∆f2) (2.15)

B⊥ =
2π

3γ
√

3D

√
−(2D −∆f1 −∆f2)(2D −∆f1 + 2∆f2)(2D + 2∆f1 −∆f2) (2.16)

Note that (∆f1 +∆f2)/2 ≥ D giving a real B⊥, because perpendicular fields will shift the

mean transition frequency higher as described in section 2.1.1. At small external fields,

this mean shift due to perpendicular fields will be small and extracting small B⊥ from

the transition frequencies is difficult, especially if D is not well known. Thankfully, we

can do a lot with a spatial map of Bz alone.
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2.2.5 Pulsed and AC magnetometry

The CWESR measurements described above are simple and using them in conjunction

with a cryogenic scanning microscope already opens up an overwhelming number of

materials systems for study. But there are a number of ways to extend NV sensing that

may be useful in future scanning NV magnetometry experiments. In this section, I will

briefly describe some of these techniques, and connect them to experiments that may be

useful for the materials systems discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

Pulsed measurements can be broken into DC and AC sensing categories. Pulsed DC

measurements include pulsed ESR and Ramsey sequences (see Fig. 2.8). The sensitivity

of these measurements is ultimately still limited by the T ∗2 coherence time of the NV.

Nevertheless, better sensitivity can be achieved with pulsed measurements over the CW

methods because the spin contrast can be disentangled from the optical/microwave power

ratio, and the ESR linewidth can be separated from the optical read-out power. The

best sensitivity for a pulsed ESR measurement (left side of Fig. 2.8) is achieved for low

microwave powers and long π pulses such that the resonance is not broadened significantly

by the microwaves, but not so long that that the spin contrast starts to decrease [24]. A

nice balance is reached for Tπ ∼ T ∗2 .

The Ramsey sequence, shown on the right side of Fig. 2.8, consists of optical initial-

ization to the |ms = 0〉 state, followed by a short π/2 pulse that produces a superposition

of |ms = 0〉 and |ms = ±1〉 (either one). The superposition then evolves for the free pre-

cession time Tp with neither microwaves or optical illumination, after which another short

π/2 pulse converts the accumulated phase to a population difference. The population

difference is read-out optically. Since both the optical and microwave excitations are

separated from the field-sensing time in this sequence, the linewidth is given by the T ∗2

dephasing time. This means that a Ramsey measurement will give better magnetic field
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sensitivity than the CW measurements described above. On the other hand, the Ramsey

sequence is less robust than CW measurements because the Ramsey signal depends criti-

cally on the NV contrast and Rabi time, both of which will typically varying throughout

a scan. There are also proposals and initial demonstrations of extending the NV DC mag-

netometry sensitivity to the T2 limit, but these require jumping through technical hoops,

like rotating the NV sample at 20 krpm [45] or operating near the ground state level

anti-crossing with BNV ∼ 1000 G [46] that are not practical for general measurements in

our scanning NV system.

The more promising way to push the NV’s sensitivity to the T2 limit is to use it

to detect AC signals. This can be a signal that’s naturally oscillating, at frequencies

> Γ2 = 1/T2. For example, NV AC magnetometry can be used to probe the magnetic

noise spectrum in the tens of kHz to MHz range, set by the maximum achievable T2

times and minimum achievable Rabi times. Alternatively, the signal of interest can

be promoted to AC. This is especially easy when measuring the stray magnetic fields

produced by current sources, if an AC current can be driven at tens of kHz and the

underlying electron dynamics are at much higher frequency scales. Another way to

produce an AC magnetic signal from a DC source would be to oscillate the NV position

at frequencies > Γ2. This is similar to the idea of rapidly rotating an ensemble sample,

but is a natural extension to a scanning NV measurement with the NV probe attached

to an oscillating tuning fork. This sensing scheme is best for samples that produce large

field gradients, such as magnetic samples with small feature sizes.

Figure 2.9 shows examples of AC measurements. The simplest AC pulse sequence is

the Hahn echo measurement, shown on the left. This sequence is similar to the Ramsey

sequence, except that the free precession time is broken in two by a π pulse. Phase that is

accumulated by magnetic fields that are fluctuating at frequencies well below 1/2τ in the

first half of the sequence will be canceled out in the second half, when the post-π-pulse
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NV accumulates phase in the opposite direction for a given magnetic field sign. Below

the pulse sequence in Fig. 2.9(a), a schematic of an NV coherence measurement is shown

for an NV in a natural 13C environment and an external magnetic field of tens of G. The

collapses and revivals of NV coherence are caused by the precession time aligning with

multiples of the spin-1/2 13C precession time in the external field.

In the case where the signal of interest has been promoted to AC as described above,

one benefit of an AC measurement is that the NV AC sensitivity is higher than its DC

sensitivity because T2 > T ∗2 generally. The AC sensitivity is [22]

ηAC ≈
π

2

1

γ

1

C
√
T2

(2.17)

where T2 is the Hahn echo coherence time and C is a parameter that includes the photon

collection efficiency, spin projection, and photon shot noise. The noise in our measure-

ments, with a green laser used for spin state read-out, is dominated by photon shot noise

and in this case the prefactor looks like

1

C
= e1/2

√
4(2− α)

α

1√
I0tr

(2.18)

for spin state optical contrast α, |ms = 0〉 state fluorescence rate I0, and single measure-

ment read-out time tr, assuming an in-phase square wave signal. Plugging in typical

values for our grade AA NV probes (I0 = 300 kcnts/s, α = 0.2, T2 = 50 µs, tr = 400 ns),

we get Hahn echo sensitivities of ∼ 100 nT/
√

Hz, about a factor of 10-20X better than

our DC sensitivities.

There has been a lot of work to develop more complicated pulsed measurements that

fall under the umbrella of dynamical decoupling sequences. A general example of these is

shown on the right side of Fig. 2.9. They include 2N , usually equally-spaced, π pulses,
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with particular variations in pulse phases relative to the initial π/2 pulse. For example,

the CPMG-N sequences have x-π/2 pulses and y-π pulses. The sequences are useful for

extending T2 coherence times beyond those measured with Hahn echo. As the number

of π pulses increases, for a fixed total sequence time T , the NV becomes less sensitive to

magnetic noise at lower frequencies. The effect of these sequences can be described by

their frequency space filter functions F(T, ω). For a magnetic noise spectrum S̃(ω), the

NV coherence under an ideal dynamical decoupling sequence is [47, 48]

C(T ) = exp

(
−
∫
dωS̃(ω)F(T, ω)

)
(2.19)

An example of a filter function with N = 16 and T = 50µs is shown in Fig. 2.9 below

the dynamical decoupling schematic. Looking at this filter function, it is clear that the

power of dynamical decoupling sequences for sensing applications is in their ability to

probe narrow windows of the magnetic noise spectrum at a frequency set by the π pulse

spacing. This gives a method for measuring the local magnetic noise spectrum, in which

the NV coherence is measured for varying τ times and pulse numbers N . In some cases

the noise spectrum can be deconvolved from these measurements [48, 49]. This type of

magnetic noise spectroscopy may prove useful for studying magnetic dynamics such as

those described in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.8: Pulsed DC measurements of a magnetic field. In a pulsed ESR sequence,
the NV is initialized to the |ms = 0〉 state with green light, the light is turned off, a
long π microwave pulse is applied, and finally the NV spin state is read out optically.
In this way, the NV ESR spectrum can be obtained if the measurement is repeated
many times as the microwave frequency is swept over the NV resonance. In a Ramsey
sequence, precession of the phase of a superposition of spin states is used to measure
the magnetic field. In this measurement, the NV is initialized with green light, and
then placed in a superposition of |ms = 0〉 and either |ms = ±1〉 with a short π/2
pulse. The accumulated phase between the spin states is proportional to the magnetic
field along the NV axis and the free precession time Tp. A second π/2 pulse converts
the accumulated phase into a population difference and the spin state population
difference is read-out optically.
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Figure 2.9: AC magnetometry. The Hahn echo sequence consists of two free preces-
sion periods, split by a π pulse. Phases accumulated during the first free precession
time τ due to low frequency magnetic noise are canceled in the second free preces-
sion time. The microwave sequence is sandwiched between optical initialization and
read-out. The expected Hahn echo signal for an NV in a diamond with natural 13C
abundance is shown below the sequence. Dynamical decoupling (DD) sequences such
as CPMG, XY4, or XY8 have the structure shown on the right. These sequences have
2N π pulses, with particular combinations of pulse phases. These sequences can be
represented by filter functions in frequency space, an example of which is shown on
the lower right.
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The magnetic noise environment of the NV can also be probed using the NV relaxation

time [31, 50, 51]. The most straight-forward way to do this is to optically initialize the

NV, turn off the green light for a dark time τ , and then turn it back on to read-out the

spin state. But this method is sensitive to charge-state dynamics, which can depend on τ ,

confusing the resulting measurement of the T1 decay. A better method involves separately

measuring the PL change starting from alternating initialization into the |ms = 0〉 and

|ms = 1〉 states and then taking the difference. The NV spin relaxation between |ms = 0〉

and the |ms = ±1〉 states is sensitive to magnetic fields perpendicular to the NV axis at

the frequencies of the spin state splittings. These splittings can be tuned with an external

magnetic field in order to probe the noise at different frequencies.

T1 measurements may also be good probes of NV height zNV above non-magnetic

metallic samples, and measuring T1 vs. zNV may be a useful method for calibrating the

NV scan height. The height dependence of the NV relaxation rate Γ1 = 1/T1 above

a non-magnetic, metallic sample of thickness t, conductivity σ, at temperature T , is

expected to go like [51]

Γ1 ∝ σT

(
1

zNV
− 1

zNV + t

)
(2.20)

in the ohmic regime, where the momentum relaxing mean-free-path lmr � zNV (see

Chapter 5 for a discussion of ohmic conductors and lmr). As we will see in Chapters

4 and 5, knowing the NV height is critical for making quantitative predictions about

the materials system under study, and this height is often difficult to calibrate. Along

with the m = 1 relaxation processes, relaxation between |ms = 1〉 and |ms = −1〉 can

also be measured, and this relaxation is sensitive to the electric field noise in the NV

environment [29].

The simple expression of NV relaxation rate Γ1 above a metal given above is altered

when probing the magnetic noise from different electronic regimes like ballistic or hydro-
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dynamic. For example, above a 2D material this relaxation rate is given more generally

by [27]

Γ1 ∝
σT (q = 1/2zNV , ω)T

z2
NV

(2.21)

where σT (q) is the transverse conductivity at wavenumber q. The longitudinal and trans-

verse conductivities are related to the conductivity tensor σµν(q, ω) through the longitu-

dinal and transverse projection operators PL
µν and P T

µν

σ(q, ω) = PL
µνσ

L(q, ω) + P T
µνσ

T (q, ω) =
qµqν
q2

σL(q, ω) +

(
δµν −

qµqν
q2

)
σT (q, ω) (2.22)

The transverse conductivity can be probed by measuring the NV relaxation rate as a func-

tion of zNV and this conductivity in turn yields information about electronic correlations

in the material: the wavenumber dependence for the ohmic, ballistic, and hydrodynamic

regimes of a 2D material are expected be σT ∼ const., 1/q, 1/q2 respectively [27].

The NV relaxation rate can also be used to probe dynamics in magnetic samples. The

relaxation measurement is particularly useful for probing magnetic insulators, where the

noise signal due to magnetization dynamics is separated from the current-induced noise

described above. In these systems, measurements of NV relaxation times can be used to

probe the magnon chemical potential [52], as well as spin transport coefficients like the

spin diffusion length or spin relaxation time [53].

Altogether, several different measurement techniques can be used to probe magnetic

noise over a very wide frequency range. Direct measurements of NV PL can probe

magnetic dynamics up to a few kHz, ESR broadening or T ∗2 measurements may be used

to probe noise up to MHz frequencies, while dynamical decoupling sequences provide a

more quantitative means of probing magnetic noise spectrum in the MHz range, and T1

relaxometry can be used to probe frequencies in the MHz to GHz range.
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2.3 Shallow NVs

A lot of the power of single NV sensors comes from their atomic size. The sensing

volume of a single NV is ridiculously small, comprising the electronic orbitals described

in section 2.1.4, spread over only a couple lattice sites. This means that a single NV

can spatially resolve changes of the magnetic field at the atomic scale, just by moving

the NV around and measuring its spin transitions at different points. Unfortunately,

being able to measure a stray magnetic field with atomic resolution is not the same thing

as being able to measure the underlying electronic or magnetic structure at this same

atomic resolution. The magnetic field components with wavelength λ = 2π/k die off

exponentially away from sample surfaces like B̃i(k) ∝ exp(−kz) for height z above the

sample. So even though the NV can measure variations in magnetic field with sub-nm

resolution, structure within the samples cannot be probed with this resolution because

the large-k components of stray fields will be too small to detect at the NV position

if kzNV � 1, even if the k-field component right at the sample surface is large. This

exponential decay, set by the NV height zNV , gives a practical imaging resolution of

∼ zNV for most scanning NV applications. The resolution described here is relevant

for real-space imaging. The resolution of other imaging techniques like coil-based MRI,

depends partly on the magnitude of the magnetic field gradients, and the frequency

resolution of an inductive pick-up coil. In that case, the imaging resolution is obviously

not set by the sensor volume and sensor-sample separation.

It is clear then, that for scanning NV imaging, small NV-sample separations are

crucial to high spatial resolution imaging. This means that it is desirable to have NVs

that live extremely close to the diamond surface in order to take advantage of the NV’s

high resolution capabilities. Also, it is then necessary to have a diamond probe geometry

that allows small separations between the diamond surface at the position of the NV
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Figure 2.10: Imaging resolution as a function of scan height, demonstrated with a field
pattern consisting of two gaussians separated by a distance d, for an arbitrary field
component Bi. The gaussian widths at z = 0 are 0.1d. The top row of images shows
the field evolution as the imaging height is increased, with each color scale normalized
independently. Below are linecuts through the center of the images, showing the
decreasing field magnitude relative to the maximum B0 at z = 0.

and the sample surface, as will be described in the next chapter. However, there is

tradeoff between resolution and magnetic field sensitivity when using extremely shallow

NVs, because their decoherence rates will typically increase the closer the NVs are to the

diamond surface. We typically use NVs implanted at depths 10-30 nm below the diamond

surface. We have found that 30 nm deep NVs are are less susceptible to surface-related

changes in charge-state stability, which often show up with shallower NVs at cryogenic

temperatures in our system.
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2.3.1 Spin coherence and charge state stability of near-surface

NVs

Shallow NVs (tens of nanometers from the diamond surface or shallower) are prefer-

able for sensing with high spatial resolution, but as mentioned above, they often come

with the downsides that they suffer decreased coherence times [30, 54, 55] and decreased

charge state stability [56, 57]. The details of the diamond surface determine the coher-

ence and charge state stability of shallow NVs. The coherence times of shallow NVs

are degraded by magnetic and electric field noise due to paramagnetic surface spins or

charge traps [30, 58], while the charge state behavior is affected by the diamond surface

termination and the energy levels of electronic surface states [59–61]. The main two types

of termination discussed and encountered in normal diamond processing are hydrogen

termination and oxygen termination, which can come in various flavors like C-OH and

C=O as well as the more desirable C-O-C. The surface can have mixtures of all these

types of termination. The negative electron affinity of the hydrogen termination produces

surface electric dipoles that point into the diamond. If water adsorbates are present on

the surface, the Fermi level can be pinned to adsorbate levels, bending the conduction

and valence bands upward at the surface. This can result in hole accumulation at the

surface, and stabilization of NV0 over NV−. Another important surface feature is the

presence of graphitic layers, produced in ion implantation or high temperature annealing.

These graphitic layers can similarly lead to an instability of the NV− charge state [61,62].

These surface related problems are at least partially mitigated by uniformly termi-

nating the diamond surface with a particular form of oxygen termination, in which the

oxygen atoms are connected to the carbon atoms in bridge like C-O-C bonds [59]. Oxygen

termination recipes have been empirically developed in a process by which new treatment

procedures that are seen to improve the diamond surface favorably for shallow NVs are
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added on to existing methods. This can involve multiple interleaved high temperature

vacuum anneals, lower temperature oxygen anneals, and boiling acid treatments. For

our probe fabrication, discussed in the next chapter, we haven’t pushed these surface

treatments to their full potential yet. After a high temperature anneal in vacuum or an

inert Ar atmosphere at 850◦ C, we typically remove graphitic layers and oxygen terminate

the diamond surface using a 1:1:1 boiling mixture of nitric, sulfuric, and perchloric acid,

followed by an oxygen anneal for 2 hours at 450◦ C, prior to probe fabrication. After

probe fabrication, the violently bubbling tri-acid clean becomes risky, and we stick to

lower temperature nitric + sulfuric acid cleans, oxygen anneals, and oxygen ashing.

In the course of scanning or cooling the diamond probes to low temperature, we have

seen that the NV contrast can decrease due to a modification of the surface caused by

picking up junk from our samples or from condensation on our probes at low temperature

in a leaky vacuum environment (likely due to changes in the charge state stability of the

NV). These probes will show greatly reduced optical spin state contrast. The difficulty in

handling these mounted probes and incompatibility of tuning-fork/glue materials make

the acid or oxygen annealing surface treatments difficult for individual probes, but there

is another oxygen treatment that we have found that can bring these reduced contrast NVs

back to life. This oxygen treatment is done in a Gasonics Aura 2000 downstream oxygen

asher. Early attempts to oxygen terminate diamond surfaces and control NV depths

using oxygen plasmas found that direct exposure to oxygen plasmas damage shallow

NVs, even tens of nanometers below the diamond surface (well below depth actually

etched by the plasma), likely due to the plasma-induced creation of vacancies [63]. The

downstream oxygen ashing treament on the other hand has reliably revived our probes

without degradation of the original NV properties, for up to several minutes of ashing

(we use a sample temperature of 100-150◦ C during the ashing). In the downstream

system, the sample chamber is separated from the plasma, and the reactive oxygen ions
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produced in the plasma chamber are pumped to the sample chamber. By the time the

single oxygen atoms reach the sample they no longer have the high kinetic energies present

in the plasma, but are still very chemically reactive. This downstream arrangement also

separates the sample from the UV produced by the plasma.
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Chapter 3

A cryogenic scanning NV
microscope

NV sensors are well-known for their long coherence times, even at room temperature.

So it may seem curious to take this excellent room-temperature sensor and add all the

complications of cryogenics. In this Chapter, I will try to convince you that combining

a confocal microscope and atomic force microscope (AFM) inside a cryostat is worth

the effort: extending scanning NV magnetometry to cryogenic temperatures opens the

technique for use probing a wide-range of condensed matter phenomena and provides

improved AFM stability. I’ll explain the microscope design and operation, and at the

end, I’ll discuss our initial demonstrations: using this system to image a magnetic hard

disk drive and probe vortices in an iron pnictide superconductor.

3.1 Probing condensed matter order

A lot of initial excitement around NV sensors was related to their possible appli-

cations in biology. There were many proposals and initial demonstrations of nanoscale

magnetic resonance imaging of biological molecules. This is an appealing application of

NV sensing because of their high spatial resolution, operation under ambient conditions,

non-invasiveness, and because of the biological inertness of diamond.
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A parallel branch of NV sensing has been aimed at using NVs to probe magnetic and

electronic phenomena in non-biological, hard condensed matter systems. In these sys-

tems, structures on the lengths scales accessible with scanning NV magnetometry (tens of

nanometers) often emerge as long-range order out of collective short range interactions.

These interactions often display nontrivial dependence on temperature, with particular

patterns and order arising in particular temperature ranges. Hence, studying the tem-

perature dependence of condensed matter phases gives us key information about the

underlying interactions and in some cases allows us to disentangle the competing mag-

netic or electronic effects. Furthermore, the nature of the phase transitions themselves

often contain information about the dominant phenomena.

For almost all applications of NV sensing demonstrated so far, there exist other tech-

nologies that can be used for similar purposes. Other techniques usually have differences

in resolution, speed, and invasiveness that make NV sensing complimentary to existing

techniques, but the NV is unique in its combination of magnetic and electric field sensi-

tivity, high spatial resolution, non-invasiveness, and operation over a wide temperature

range. For this reason, there are not many imaging tools applicable to the same breadth

of condensed matter problems as NVs. Also, the importance of having complimentary

methods for detecting the same phenomena should not be down-played. Even direct

imaging of condensed matter systems can often give somewhat murky results that can

be interpreted in different ways. Some examples of condensed matter systems where NV

sensing has been or likely will be useful include, biomolecules, superconductors, topo-

logical insulators, multiferroics, ferromagnetic domain walls or other magnetic textures,

current flow in graphene or other high-purity electronic systems [28,33,34,41,52,64–70].

NV sensing has also been used as a probe of the dynamics of large ensembles of interacting

spins, including densely packed NVs themselves [44,71,72].

As mentioned above, the tool described in this chapter has a few key features: it is
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the cryogenic scanning NV system. A confocal microscope is
made from a 532 nm excitation laser, a single photon detector, a microscope objective
and a series of mirrors and lenses that focus the excitation light onto an NV and collect
the red NV fluorescence. The excitation and collection paths are split by a dichroic
mirror which transmits red light and reflects green light. Inside the closed-cycle cryo-
stat, piezo steppers are used to coarsely align the probe and sample underneath the
objective and coarsely align the sample underneath the probe. A piezo scanner is used
for fine positioning for imaging.

a local probe, it is non-invasive to most systems, it has high-spatial resolution, operates

over a wide-temperature range, is a quantitative probe of magnetic fields, and it has good

magnetic field sensitivity. Local probes are important in cases where material variation

and disorder are present. For example, Neutron scattering, a complimentary technique,

is an excellent way to detect small scale magnetic order, but is limited to studying large

single crystals or studying the average structures over a disordered material. Further-

more, having a local probe can be useful for studying the behavior of small electronic
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or magnetic devices. Transport measurements can give bulk-type information about a

device’s behavior, but the measurements are an indirect probe of what it going on inside

a sample. Thin-film skyrmion materials made from sputtered heterostructures are an

excellent example of systems where local measurements are important. The sputtered

films can contain a lot of disorder and the eventual goal is to make these systems into

devices, where the ability to study the behavior of individual skyrmions will be important

(see chapter 4).

Another important feature of the NV sensing is its relative simplicity compared to

many complimentary techniques. Figure 3.1 shows a broad overview schematic of the

scanning NV microscope. A confocal microscope is used to find and optically address

NVs. The excitation beam is 532 nm light, focused onto single NVs inside a diamond

probe using a microscope objective external to the closed-cycle cryostat. Inside the

cyrostat, a series of positioners and a piezo scanner are used to arrange and scan the

sample underneath the probe. Fluorescence from the NVs is collected with the same

objective and follows the same optical path as the excitation light, back to a dichroic

mirror that separates the excitation and collection paths. The fluorescence is fiber coupled

and sent to the single photon detector.

The main difficulties in constructing a cryogenic scanning NV microscopes have been

related to the integration of the main components (1) NV probes, (2) confocal microscope,

(3) AFM, (4) closed-cycle cryostat. If the demand is there for a commercialized version of

this system, it seems simple enough that it could be integrated into a standard AFM-type

instrument. One down-side to this system that may hinder its adoption as a widespread

material characterization tool is its slow imaging speed. The slow scan speeds currently

make these systems well-suited to highly focused, long-term studies of a single, hard

problem, but they have not yet become useful for the high-throughput characterization

of many samples.
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In the following sections, I will expand on the individual components of our scanning

NV microscope.

3.2 NV probes

The main goal while making diamond probes for scanning magnetometry is to im-

prove, or at least maintain, the sensing properties of the NVs as compared to NVs in

bulk diamond, while making geometries that are conducive to high resolution imaging

(shallow NVs placed at the ends of sharp tips). High-yield is also important, so that we

get many useable probes for one round of lengthly fabrication (this favors making smaller

probes). On the other hand, the probes should be easy to handle and mount (this favors

making larger probes).

3.2.1 NV formation

We make our diamond probes out of CVD-grown, single crystal, electronic grade

diamond from Element Six. These diamonds have properties that promote good NV

sensitivity and uniformity— they have low strain, and low levels of dopants. The first

step of the process is to create the NVs themselves. For many centuries, it was thought

that NVs formed spontaneously in muddy puddles after rainstorms. We start with a

2 × 2 × 0.5 mm plate of 〈100〉 diamond. To make our lives easier during diamond

fabrication and mounting, we have the plate sliced and polished into thinner pieces. We

send the plates to Applied Diamond for this process, where they extract and polish down

three 20 µm thick pieces from one 500 µm plate. We further thin these 20 µm thick

pieces to around 10 µm with a dry Ar/Cl etch, using the recipe described in Appendix

A. This both removes sub-surface polishing damage and is useful because we ultimately

want our diamond probes to be even thinner (< 5 microns) so they can be easily broken
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off the larger diamond chip for mounting. The thinned diamonds are electrostatically

bonded to clean Si pieces, simply by pressing down on them and nudging them around

while they are immersed in acetone.

At this point the diamonds are sent to Innovion for nitrogen implantation. The

nitrogen is implanted at a fixed energy, around 5-25 keV, depending on the desired NV

depth, with a total implantation density around 3× 1010 N/cm2. The ions are implanted

at 7◦ from the diamond plate normal in order to avoid channeling of the N ions through

the diamond lattice. The implantation density is chosen so that we end up with about

one NV per 400 nm diameter diamond pillar at the end of the fabrication. The final

NV density depends on the conversion efficiency from nitrogen atoms to NVs. We have

observed that this conversion efficiency depends on the depth of implantation, consistent

with [73]. The conversion efficiency also depends on the length of the NV-forming high

temperature anneal. This anneal is done at 850◦ C for 3-6 hours. Since diamond will

begin to etch in an oxygen environment at temperatures around 500◦ C [63, 74], it is

important that this high temperature anneal is performed in an inert atmosphere or

under high vacuum. The number of functional NVs in a 400 nm circle on the diamond

surface at this point in the process may not be the same as at the end of the process,

as NVs near the sidewalls of the probe pillars will likely be damaged during the pillar

etching step.

single-crystal
diamond plate
2x2x0.5 mm

slicing and
polishing

Three 2x2x0.02 mm

Innovion N
implantation

high T
anneal

shallow layer of 
nitrogen and vacancy 
defects

formation of NVs

Figure 3.2: Making NVs via implantation.
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3.2.2 Probe fabrication

80 μm

3 μm

900 nm

400 nm

2 μm
25 μm 5 μm

5 μm

30 μm

Figure 3.3: Rough geometry of a diamond probe.

Figure 3.3 shows the basic design of our diamond probes. As described above, the

geometry is chosen based on a few competing considerations. The starting point for this

design is that we want to be able to bring a shallow NV in the apex of a diamond pillar

close to whatever sample we’re looking at. This implies a tall pillar with a sharp tip, but

the height and sharpness are constrained by two other factors. The pillar height is limited

because not many good mask materials exist with large diamond/mask etch ratios for

either the Ar/Cl or O2 inductively coupled plasma (ICP) diamond etches. And the pillar

end-diameters are limited by considerations of NV emission and collection, as well as the

problem of NV degradation near etched surfaces. Due to the high index of refraction of

diamond, the pillars have the added benefit of waveguiding light out of the backside of

the probe and towards our collection objective. For our NA 0.7 microscope objective, this

gives us a roughly 10X increase in collection efficiency of the NV fluorescence. But this

waveguiding only works well if the pillar diameter is > 200 nm [75, 76]. The collection

efficiency also depends on the sidewall angle of the pillars, and is maximized for a 20◦-30◦

sidewall angle (see Fig. 3.4) combined with a tip diameter of 350-400 nm. It is possible
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to control the sidewall angle somewhat during the ICP diamond etching step described

below. Finally, the collection efficiency also depends strongly on the lateral location of

the NV inside the pillar, it being largest if the NV is well-centered in the pillar [76].
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Figure 3.4: Fraction of radiated power in a 0.7 NA cone behind the cantilever (not
shown at left) as a function of pillar sidewall angle (shown at left) and wavelength.
The power fraction is calculated using Lumerical FDTD simulations of an electric
dipole centered on the pillar axis, oriented at 35◦ relative to the pillar axis. The
power fraction is calculated relative to the total emitted power and thus does not take
changes in the local density of states into account.

The cantilever geometry is determined by practical considerations of handling and

mounting the probes. We place the pillars at one end of an 80–100 micron long cantilever,

far enough from the edge that the pillars can be safely positioned a few microns from

the cantilever sides in a contact aligner, but not so far that there is any danger of the

diamond cantilever contacting the sample before the pillar when the probe is tilted by

a few degrees. We intentionally tilt the probes a few degrees towards the pillar end

when mounting to ensure that the pillar contacts the sample before other parts of the

diamond cantilever. The length and width are chosen to be large enough that we can

glue a blunt pulled-glass piece (end broken at 25-50 micron diameter) to the diamond
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cantilever, without covering up the collection cone of the objective when focusing on the

pillar.

The main steps in the probe fabrication are shown in Figure 3.5. (1) The diamond

plates are bonded to 280 micron thick silicon carrier wafers (∼ 15x15 mm) using a spin-

on glass known as hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ). A thin silicon piece and a plate of

graphite are used to protect the NVs and to distribute the bonding pressure evenly over

the entire carrier wafer. (2) The diamond pillars are defined using a thick (500-700 nm)

HSQ mask pattern, written with e-beam lithography, and the diamond is etched in an

inductively coupled plasma (ICP) tool with oxygen and argon ions. (3) The diamond

cantilever support structures are defined with optical contact lithography and a Ti/Al

etch mask. (4) Trenches are etched all the way through the Si carrier wafer to expose

the cantilevers. (5) The cantilevers are released with a final diamond etch, if necessary,

and the diamond surface is oxygen treated. Figure 3.6 shows SEM images of diamond

cantilevers made with this fabrication process.
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Figure 3.5: Main steps in the fabrication of the diamond probes. (1) A 10 micron
diamond plate is bonded to a silicon carrier wafer with a spin-on glass. (2) E-beam
lithography of an HSQ mask and O2 plasma etching is used to shape diamond pillars.
(3) The cantilevers are defined with optical contact lithography and a Ti/Al mask.
(4) A deep silicon etch is used to make trenches all the way through the carrier wafer,
exposing the diamond cantilevers so they can be mounted on a tuning fork. (5) Masks
are removed and probes are acid cleaned and oxygen annealed.
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2 μm10 μm
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Figure 3.6: (top) SEM images of a diamond probe. (bottom) 2×2 mm diamond chip
containing an array of diamond probes.
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3.2.3 Characterization

After the fabrication of a set of probes, an initial characterization is required to

find the usable ones. In our process, we form NVs at a uniform, high density over the

whole surface of the diamond plate, without any alignment of our probe lithography

to the locations of individual NVs. Aligning the pillar fabrication to individual NVs is

possible, but tricky [77]. Instead we just make a large number of probes and if we form

NVs at the right density, then in the end some fraction of them will host single NVs

with good magnetic field sensitivity. To screen the good probes we filter them using PL

rate, CWESR contrast, number of distinct NV splittings, and finally a g(2) correlation

measurement like that described in Sec. 2.1.5. Figure 3.7(a) shows an example of a

confocal image of an NV in a probe, and Fig. 3.7(b) shows a representative Hahn echo

measurement for an NV in a pillar. The 58 µs T2 shown is representative of the upper

end of the T2 measurements for this set of 400 nm diameter pillars, while there is a large

spread in T2 times, down to a few µs. The NVs with longer coherence times, T2 ∼ 50

µs, appear to be limited by the density of paramagnetic substitutional nitrogen defects,

known as P1 centers. In the limit where the P1 centers dominate the decoherence of

the NV, the 1/T ∗2 and 1/T2 decoherence rates are expected to be inversely proportional

to the nitrogen density [78], with (1/T ∗2 ) ≈ 0.5ρP1 MHz/ppm and (1/T2) ≈ 0.07ρP1

MHz/ppm where ρP1 is the nitrogen density in ppm. Elsewhere these relationships have

been quoted as (1/T ∗2 ) ≈ 0.19ρP1 MHz/ppm and (1/T2) ≈ 0.05ρP1 MHz/ppm [30].

Roughly approximating the nitrogen density in our implanted probe samples using the

straggle calculated by SRIM and the implantation densities, we get nitrogen-limited T ∗2

times of 5-13 µs and T2 times of 35-50 µs from this model.

To mount the probes for scanning, a micromanipulator is used to glue a pulled glass

piece to one of the cantilevers. The pulled glass is then pushed down to break off the
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Figure 3.7: (a) Confocal image of a diamond probe. The bright spot is a single NV in
a diamond pillar. The image is taken using an SM800 fiber for collection. (b) Example
of a Hahn echo measurement of an NV T2 coherence time. The decay envelope of the
13C collapses and revivals is 58 µs. The total free precession time is 2τ and the PL
signal is plotted in terms of the contrast ratio between the Hahn echo measurement
at time 2τ and the PL rate in the |ms = 0〉 state.

cantilever. Sometimes sharply tapping the micromanipulator table can break the can-

tilever free. The other end of the pulled glass piece is connected to a 32 kHz tuning fork,

which is used for AFM sensing. An image of a pulled-glass piece connected to a tuning

fork is shown in Fig. 3.8(a), and Fig. 3.8(b) shows a pulled glass piece being glued to a

cantilever.
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tuning fork

pulled glass

Figure 3.8: (a) Optical image of a pulled glass piece glued to a 32 kHz tuning fork.
(b) Screenshot of a pulled glass piece being glued to a toothbrush-style cantilever (see
Fig. 3.20). The pillars are facing downward in this image.
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3.3 Confocal and AFM design

Scanning NV magnetometry with these diamond probes is performed using a custom-

built AFM system inside a closed-cycle cryostat together with a custom confocal micro-

scope. The tricky bit is balancing the coupling between these two microscope systems

and the cryostat vibrations.

3.3.1 Optical closed-cycle cyrostat

The closed-cycle, optical cryostat is a Nanoscale Workstation, made by Montana

Instruments. A top-down view of the cyrostat insides is shown in Fig. 3.9. The platform

and the radiation shield are connected to two stages of the cold head through a pair of

concentric cylinders. At base temperature, the 1st stage of the cryocooler gets down to

around 40 K and has a cooling power of a few W. The second stage gets down to ∼4 K

and has a cooling power around 100 mW. The concentric cylinders are connected to the

platform and radiation shield with a floppy mechanical connection made of high purity

copper, that help minimize the coupling of the cold head mechanical vibrations to the

platform. Depending on the heat-sinking from the platform to our sample mount, we

can get sample temperatures around 5–8 K. It takes about 28 hours to reach this base

temperature when cooling from room temperature. The outer black ring surrounding the

bottom of the radiation shield in Fig. 3.9 is a PCB board with electrical feedthroughs.

It is recommended that this board be replaced by a metal plate.

The photo in Fig. 3.9 also shows the fine and coarse positioners of the AFM system.

The large triangular stage is a coarse positioner consisting of six piezo-stepper knobs. It is

a custom-built positioning system made by Janssen Precision Engineering. These knobs

use alternating slow and fast cycles of piezo extension to produce a slip-stick motion of

the knob, turning a finely threaded screw. The screws press on flexible plates, thereby
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tilting the triangular stage. By moving all three knobs in the right ratio Cartesian x, y,

and z motion can be produced, albeit with some tilting of the sample or tip mount with

respect to the z-axis. There are two sets of these knobs, an outer set, for positioning the

sample and diamond tip relative to the external confocal optics, and an inner set (hidden

underneath that titanium ring in the photo), for positioning the sample with respect to

the tip. Atop the inner JPE stage, there is an ANSxyz100hs Attocube scanner for fine

positioning and imaging.

GM cryocooler

cold platform radiation shield

the infamous PCB

attocube scanner

JPE outer 
positioners

JPE inner
positioners

Figure 3.9: Top-down view of the cryostat with AFM positioners exposed. A custom
pair of triangular JPE positioners is used for coarse positioning of the tip and sample
with respect to the confocal microscope, and an attocube scanner is used for fine
positioning when imaging. The cyrocooler is visible in the top right of the photo.

The triangular design of the JPE positioners was chosen because it allows the stage to

be designed with a higher frequency mechanical resonance, but it does have the downside

that the sample tilt changes as the sample is moved around. This is a small effect however

and the sample tilt only changes by a few degrees relative to the diamond probe over the

whole x-y range of the inner positioner. The outer positioner range is about 6 × 6 × 6
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mm and the inner range is roughly 1 × 3 × 3 mm, where these numbers represent the

maximum x× y × z displacement ranges. These positioning ranges don’t correspond to

a cubic volume because of the tilt-type motion of the positioners. See Appendix B for a

description of the JPE stage positioning volume.

microwave/
transport
PCB board

sample

tuning fork

sapphire 
with silver
paint leads

copper foil

(a) (b)

gold wire

Figure 3.10: (a) Top down view of the inside of the cryostat, with a sample and
diamond probe mounted. An RF waveguide is visible on the sample mount PCB
board, as well as another waveguide on the sample chip itself. The copper tip mount
supports 0.2 mm sapphire pieces with electrical leads drawn on in order to connect to
the tuning fork. The pulled glass and diamond probe are hard to see at this scale. (b)
An example of wire-bond delivery of microwaves. A thin gold wire is stretched over
the sample and the scanning NV measurements are performed just next to the wire.

Figure 3.10(a) gives a top-down view of the system with the scanner, PCB board,

sample, and tip mount installed. Microwaves are delivered to the NV with waveguides

on PCB, connected to a waveguide on the sample itself. Electrical connections to the

tuning fork are made by drawing silver paint leads on pieces of sapphire connected to

the copper tip mount. An alternative method of delivering microwaves involves bonding

a thin gold wire over the sample as shown in Fig. 3.10(b).

A superconducting vector magnet was added on the system after the fact. It is shown
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in Fig. 3.11 The magnet can produce a 0.1 T field in an arbitrary direction, and a 0.5

T field along the z-axis. The magnet wires are made from niobium-tin and need to be

thermally anchored to the platform, with the platform set to its base temperature. The

wires are connected to BSCCO high-Tc superconducting leads that bridge the tempera-

ture gap from the platform to the radiation shield. Long copper leads connect from the

radiation shield to room temperature vacuum feedthroughs. The length and diameter of

these copper wires is optimized for the amount of current flowing in the leads. This im-

plies different diameter leads for the x/y leads vs. the z leads because the current-to-field

ratio is larger for z and more current will need to be applied to the x or y leads to align

the field to the NV axis of our 〈100〉 probes. Running enough current to produce the 0.1

T vector field will heat the platform by several K and care should be taken to not quench

the magnet when operating at large fields and simultaneously heating the sample.

The sample can be heated somewhat independently of the platform using an Agile

Temperature sample mount from Montana Instruments, which is designed to quickly heat

and cool a small mass sample with a small amount of heat. In the configuration where a

large magnetic field and a high sample temperature is desired, it is best to minimize the

thermal connection from the sample to platform by removing the high-purity copper foil

(Fig. 3.10(a)) that is normally used for sample heat-sinking.

Operation of this magnet pushes the cooling power of the Nanoscale Workstation cold-

head to its limit, causing the radiation shield to heat significantly. Also, the magnet is not

well-designed for vacuum compatibility. When the magnet is not required, it should be

removed and the copper magnet leads should be disconnected from the radiation shield.

Figure 3.12 shows a cut-away of the cyrostat design. The objective is lowered into a

recession in the outer housing. A 12 mm diameter, 200 micron thick BK7 glass window

holds vacuum just below the objective. The height of this window can be adjusted over

a range of several mm, by rotating the (leaky) threaded recession. A 100-200 micron
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superconducting
vector magnet

high-Tc  BSCCO leads

copper magnet leads

Figure 3.11: Superconducting vector magnet installed in the cryostat.

glass slide can be attached to the radiation shield recession, shielding the sample from

thermal radiation of the outer, room temperature window. More importantly, it also acts

as barrier to the formation of ice on the sample, probably due to a leak in the adjustable

window recession, which would otherwise prevent scanning experiments below ∼ 115 K.

Figure 3.13 has the dimensions of various spacings and thickness of parts between

the microscope objective and the diamond probe. The distance from the diamond to the

top of the inner, radiation shield window depends on the tip construction (pulled-glass

length and angle, tuning fork position on the sapphire piece, sapphire on the tip mount,

position of outer JPE stage relative to its center). In recent experiments, it has been

limited to a distance > 1.7 mm. Below that point it touches some feature on the tip

mount. The maximum distance between the outer window and the tip is around 2.5

mm. If this distance is much larger, then the objective will run into some feature on

the outer housing before it can focus on the NV. In the end, taking into account small
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tilts of the various parts, pieces of glue, etc. there is hardly any room to spare. In a

recent cool-down, the final distance between the objective and outer housing was about

50 µm, the distance between the tallest feature of the tip mount and the radiation shield

was about 20 µm, and the distance between the radiation shield and the outer housing

was about 100 µm. During a cool-down to base temperature, the AFM stage will often

contract ∼200 µm, and the radiation shield will contract as well, ∼50–100 µm. This

means that we need independent control over the tip to radiation shield distance and the

radiation shield to outer window distance. The outer JPE stage is used to control the

former, while the threaded, adjustable window recession is used to control the latter.
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Figure 3.12: Diagram of the cryostat design.
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600 μm
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~1.7 mm ~2.5 mm

objective

outer housing

radiation shield

tip
mount

sample mount

NV

PCB board

Figure 3.13: Spacing of objective, windows and tip. The distances are stretched along
the y-axis for clarity.
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3.3.2 Confocal microscope
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2mm
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D2
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DM
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DM

DM 2”

DM

5mm
ZP

OBJ

HWP1/QWP1

A4

A5

F3AOM 1

L5 L6

F1 F2

A1

OD A

APD Excelitas SPCM-AQRH-14-FC
RED New Focus 6304-LN
GREEN Thorlabs DJ532-40/LDM56
AOM1/2 Intraaction ATM-200C1
FSM Newport FSM-300-02
ZP nPoint nPFocus250SG
OBJ Olympus LCPLFLN50xLCD
F1 Semrock BLP01-594R-25 (bandpass)
F2 Semrock NF03-633E-25 (notch)
F3 Edmund 65-712 (633 bandpass)
D1 Semrock FF650-Di01-25x36 (dichroic)
D2 Semrock FF560-Di01-25x36 (dichroic)

L1 Thorlabs AC508-750-B-ML
L2 Thorlabs AC508-300-B-ML
A1 Thorlabs C240TME-B (8 mm)
A2 Thorlabs C170TME-A (6 mm)
A3 Thorlabs C220TMD-A (11 mm)
A4 Thorlabs C240TME-B (6 mm)
A5 Thorlabs C240TME-A (8 mm)
H(Q)WP1 Foctek WPF212H(Q)-633nm
HWP2 532 nm 1/2 waveplate
LP linear polarizer
DM Thorlabs BB1-EO2 (dielectric mirror)

Figure 3.14: Diagram of the confocal microscope optics.

A layout of the confocal optics is shown in Fig. 3.14. Starting from the green diode

laser, the excitation path goes through a neutral density filter, which is used to set

the optical power, and is focused into a TeO2 acousto-optic modulator (AOM). This

AOM is used to quickly turn the laser on and off (within tens of ns) in pulse sequence

measurements. The first order deflected beam is coupled into a single-mode, polarization
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maintaining fiber, while all other modes are blocked with an iris (not shown in the

diagram). The output of the excitation fiber is collimated and sent through a linear

polarizer and a half-wave plate. The half-wave plate is used to align the excitation

polarization perpendicular to the axis of the NV. The beam then reflects off a dichroic

mirror designed to reflect light below 560 nm and transmit light above this wavelength.

The beam then reflects off a fast steering mirror. This FSM-300 mirror can tilt in both

x and y directions over a ± 1.5◦ range, giving an optical angle range of ±3◦. The

beam then travels through a telescope. The first lens L1 has focal length f1 = 300 mm

and the second L2 has focal length f2 = 750 mm. The green beam is expanded by

this ratio of 5/2. The lenses are spaced so that L1 is a distance f1 from the steering

mirror, L1 and L2 are a distance f1 + f2 apart, and L2 is a distance f2 from the back

aperture of the microscope objective. This spacing converts changes in steering mirror

tilt into changes in focal position on the sample, while keeping the excitation power

transmitted through the objective roughly constant. A piezo stage is used to change

the focus position by moving the objective up and down over a 250 micron range. Our

objective, an Olympus LCPLFLN50xLCD, has a 0.7 NA and a 3.0 mm working distance.

It has an adjustable window correction collar, that allows us to use the objective at room

temperature without any window, or use it looking through the outer cryostat window

and radiation shield window. This working distance is actually a bit too short for looking

through two windows, one of which is holding vacuum, and focusing down below the tip

mount and tuning fork onto a diamond probe.

Light collected by the objective from the volume near the green excitation focus

travels backwards through the same optical path until it reaches the dichroic mirror.

At this point, light below the 560 nm cutoff is reflected and longer wavelengths, like

those comprising the NV fluorescence are transmitted. The amount of red fluorescence

collected from a single NV is very small, and so another color filter, with a higher rejection
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ratio (OD 5-6) is used to filter light below 594 nm before it is fiber coupled and sent to

our single-photon detector. The fiber is either an SM800 or 50 micron core multimode

fiber. With a multimode fiber, we can usually get much higher collection rates from the

diamond pillars, without sacrificing too much contrast from the increased background of

the larger collection volume. The figure also shows another excitation path, with a red

external cavity diode laser, used for resonant excitation of the NV. The optics in this

path have been cannibalized by other experiments due to infrequent use.

During a scanning measurement, the confocal microscope’s only purpose is to optically

address the NV, and periodically shift the focal position to correct for any drift in the

optics. For this purpose, it seems like an unnecessarily large optical setup. In the

future, maybe this optical system can be replaced by some type of fiber-coupled structure

integrated with the diamond probe.
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Figure 3.15: (a) Equivalent circuit model of a tuning fork resonance. The tuning fork
behaves as an RLC circuit in parallel with a physical capacitance Cp ∼ 10 pF. (b)
Tuning fork signal resonance shape. Another 10 pF capacitor is added in parallel
to the tuning fork drive circuit (see Fig. 3.17), and supplied with the inverted drive
signal. The current running through this nulling capacitor cancels the current through
Cp removing the large capacitive background of the resonance signal.

3.3.3 AFM

Our AFM system has already been described a bit at the beginning of the chapter.

The fine positioning of the sample underneath the diamond probe is achieved with an

xyz Attocube scanner and the sample is approached coarsely with the inner JPE piezo

knobs.

The AFM sensing uses a 32 kHz tuning fork from Citizen Finetech Miyota. The

resonance response of the tuning fork is described in Fig. 3.15. The tuning fork is used in

a shear sensing mode, with the prongs of the fork oscillating mostly parallel to the surface

of the sample (Fig. 3.16). This saves precious working distance under the objective. One

prong of the fork is glued to a sapphire piece and the pulled glass is mounted on the other.

After the pulled glass is attached to the tuning fork and the sapphire attached to the tip

mount, the resonance frequency of the tuning fork is usually several kHz lower than the

starting 32.768 kHz. The tuning fork resonance Qs are usually somewhere in the range of
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shear mode
oscillation

tuning fork

sample

Figure 3.16: Shear mode oscillation. The tuning fork oscillates in a plane mostly
parallel to the sample surface.

several hundred to 1500 after mounting. Custom coaxial wires with graphite between the

insulator and shielding from Calmont Wire & Cable [79], designed for low triboelectric

noise, are used inside the cryostat to prevent cyrocooler-induced mechanical vibrations of

wires coupling to tuning fork signal path. We operate the AFM in amplitude mode, with a

fixed drive amplitude and frequency. The piezoelectric response of the quartz tuning fork

converts the electric drive into mechanical motion. When the drive frequency matches

the mechanical resonance of the tuning fork, a small AC current is driven through leads

that wrap around the tuning fork prongs. This AC current is amplified with a fixed-gain

Femto current amplifier and mixed with the drive signal inside a lock-in amplifier. When

the tip approaches the surface, the resonance amplitude decreases, the frequency shifts,

and the lock-in signal decreases as a result. Figure 3.17 shows a rough schematic of

the AFM circuit. The lock-in signal is used to feedback on the sample-tip shear force

by adjusting the sample height to maintain a fixed tuning fork signal. Detailed circuit

diagrams of the AFM electronics can be found in Appendix C.
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Figure 3.17: Overview of the AFM circuit. A Zurich Instruments HF2LI lock-in am-
plifier (ZI) drives the tuning fork. The tuning fork current is amplified by a Femto
LCA-100K-50M. The tuning fork signal is sent back to the ZI lock-in and the de-
modulated signal is given to a digital PID controller in the ZI. The output of the
PID controller is added to the sample height output of a NI DAQ channel, amplified
in a Thorlabs MDT693B piezo amplifier, and sent to the z channel of the Attocube
scanner.
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3.3.4 Balancing optical and AFM vibrations

The thermal connections to the platform and radiation shield in the Montana In-

struments Workstation are designed to minimize mechanical coupling of the cold-head

vibrations, but for AFM scanning, further decoupling of these vibrations from the AFM

system is required. The best way to do this is to suspend the whole JPE positioning

system from very floppy (low stiffness) springs. If the natural resonance frequency of this

spring system is well below the resonance frequency of the JPE/Attocube/tip-mount sys-

tem, then it will act as a lowpass filter for the vibrations that would move the tip relative

to the sample. Doing this, we were able to achieve sub-nm RMS tip-sample vibrations.

But unfortunately, with low-k springs, the vibrations of the optical system relative to the

tip were too large, up to a 100 nm or so. So we had to make a trade-off, and choose a sup-

port structure with stiffness high enough that the optical vibrations were not too severe

(∼ 10 nm scale), but low enough that the AFM vibrations stay under a few nm when the

cryocooler is running. This support structure is shown in Fig. 3.18. It consists of three

pairs of thin aluminum Ls, acting like high-k springs. The AFM vibration amplitudes

are characterized using a glass tip glued to a tuning fork mounted in amplitude mode

(oscillating normal to the sample plane). The tuning fork is driven hard enough that the

sample-tip vibrations perturb the resonance signal linearly, and the vibration amplitude

is calibrated relative to the amplitude change measured when raising the sample several

nanometers with the piezo scanner.
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Figure 3.18: Photograph of the aluminum support “springs”.
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3.4 Demonstrating scanning NV magnetometry at

cryogenic temperatures

After constructing this system, we demonstrated its utility in some initial tests on a

magnetic hard-disk drive and a high-Tc iron pnictide superconductor. The work described

in this section was one of a pair of experiments demonstrating the first cryogenic scanning

NV magnetometry [32, 80] 1. In these first experiments, we demonstrated NV scanning

at 6 K with 6 nm spatial resolution (in the imaging plane) and 3 µT/
√

Hz DC field

sensitivity. Figure 3.19 shows contour images of bits in the HDD and vortices in a type

II superconductor.
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Figure 3.19: (a) NV magnetometry image of the bits of a hard disk at T = 6 K. The
dark contours in the image correspond to locations where the stray field from the
hard disk has a magnitude of 5.3 G (resonant with a 2892.7 MHz RF field) along the
axis of the NV center. (b) NV magnetometry image of vortices in the superconductor
BaFe2(As0.7P0.3)2 at T = 6 K. Analogous to b, dark features correspond to the 5.9
G magnetic field contours (2862 MHz RF field). Vortices were formed by cooling the
sample through its superconducting transition (Tc = 30 K) in a 10 G external field.

1The contents of this section have partly appeared in [32]: M. Pelliccione, A. Jenkins, P.
Ovartchaiyapong, C. Reetz, E. Emmanouilidou, N. Ni, and A. C. Bleszynski Jayich, Scanned probe
imaging of nanoscale magnetism at cryogenic temperatures with a single-spin quantum sensor. Nature
Nanotechnology, 11(8):700–705, 2016.
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These first experiments used a toothbrush-style diamond probe like that shown in Fig.

3.20. These toothbrushes are nice because each probe has an abundance of NVs to choose,

and it is always possible to find a pillar with a single NV with good sensitivity. They could

also prove useful for sophisticated wide-FOV imaging techniques where multiple pillars

are read-out simultaneously, potentially speeding up the imaging speeds significantly.

The downside to this geometry is that most of the NVs are greater than several hundred

nm away from the sample, even for very small tilt angles. This limits the resolution

when using any NV that is not the in-contact pillar. And the in-contact pillar is not

always guaranteed to have a useful NV. For this reason, we have mostly switched to

using single-pillar probes in more recent work.
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Figure 3.20: (a) SEM image of a typical diamond cantilever fabricated for magnetome-
try. Each full cantilever measures 150×20×3 µm . On average, there is approximately
one NV center per pillar. (b) Confocal microscopy image of an array of pillars on a
cantilever showing NV fluorescence from a majority of pillars. A green excitation
power of 30 µW was used.

Figure 3.21 demonstrates the nanoscale spatial resolution of the system. Figure 3.21a

is a magnetic contour image (Bc = 7.9 G) of a hard disk at T = 6 K, with a corresponding

linecut shown in Fig. 3.21b (point spacing of 6 nm). From the linecut, the magnetic field

at two points separated by 6 nm is well resolved within the error of the measurement.

However, this does not necessarily correspond to the smallest magnetic domain resolvable
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in the scan, only the resolvable field gradient in the plane of the NV sensor. The ultimate

resolution of the image in Fig. 3.21a, which clearly shows domains under 100 nm in size,

will depend also on the separation of the NV center from the surface during the scan.

The imaging-plane spatial resolution, δx, is ultimately determined by the magnetic field

gradient ∇xBNV and the linewidth of the NV ESR transition, δx ≈ 1/(T ∗2 γ∇xBNV ).

In these measurements, T ∗2 = 250 ns and ∇xBNV ≈ 0.25 G/nm at the location of the

contours. Fig. 3.21 was used to confirm that mechanical vibrations and drift during the

low-temperature measurements are well below 6 nm.
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Figure 3.21: (a) Magnetic field contour image of a hard disk (7.9 G, 2900 MHz RF
excitation). (b) One-dimensional line-cut along the red line in a. Features in the
imaging plane are clearly resolved down to a spatial resolution of 6 nm, which is set
by the point spacing in the scan. This data highlights the nanoscale spatial resolution
of the NV sensor and the vibrational stability of the cryogenic imaging system. The
error bars reflect one standard deviation confidence intervals due to photon counting
statistics.

Magnetometry images of vortices in the iron pnictide superconductor BaFe2(As0.7P0.3)2

at 6 K are shown in Fig. 3.22. The images were taken with the contour imaging method.

The sample was cooled through its superconducting transition (Tc = 30 K) in a 10 G

magnetic field applied perpendicular to the ab plane of the sample. The dark circular

features, which correspond to field contours of 5.9 G (Fig. 3.22(a)) and 8.8 G (Fig.

3.22(b)), are due to the stray field from the two vortices in each figure. The contours
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shrink in size when comparing Fig. 3.22(a,b), as the NV must be brought closer to the

center of the vortex to match the higher magnetic field ESR resonance condition. The

measured vortex density, estimated using the larger scan area in Fig. 3.19(c), is approx-

imately 0.45± 0.1/µm. This value is consistent with the calculated vortex density of (10

G)/Φ ≈ 0.5 /µm assuming each vortex is associated with one magnetic flux quantum

Φ = h/(2e). As another confirmation of the superconducting nature of the signal, the

measured magnetic response disappears when the sample is heated above Tc = 30 K.
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Figure 3.22: (a), (b), Magnetic images corresponding to the 5.9 G (a) and 8.8 G (b)
contours of constant magnetic field. The sample was cooled in a 10 G field applied
perpendicular to the sample through the superconducting transition at Tc = 30 K to
form vortices. The dark circular features indicate the location of the vortices. (c), (d),
Simulated field contours at 5.9 G (c) and 8.8 G (d) from a vortex pair as measured
by an NV center located 330 nm above the surface. λ is assumed to be 200 nm in the
simulation, with the NV center oriented along the 〈111〉 axis of the 〈100〉-cut diamond
tip. The elongation of the vortex contours in (a) and (c) is a consequence of the stray
field from adjacent vortices and the non-orthogonal orientation of the NV with respect
to the sample plane.
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Magnetic skyrmions

In this chapter, I will highlight our work using scanning NV magnetometry to study

magnetic skyrmion systems. Much of this chapter is based on these two papers [81,82].

Figure 4.1: Magnetization pattern of a Néel-type skyrmion.

Magnetic skyrmions are solitonic spin textures with non-trivial topology. They were

first discovered in non-centrosymmetric bulk crystals and ultrathin epitaxial magnetic

layers [83–86]. The skyrmions observed in those materials had nanoscale sizes and large

current-driven velocities, leading to their identification as promising candidates as carriers

of information in future high-density, low-power electronics [87–90].

Magnetic skyrmions are usually comprised of a large number of spins. This is true
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even of the small, sub-10 nm skyrmions, like those in single layer of Fe atoms grown

on 〈111〉 Ir which still contain several hundred spins [91]. This means they can be well

described with continuum micromagnetic models. Their topological structure can be

defined in terms of an integer winding number,

N =
1

4π

∫
dx dy m ·

(
∂m

∂x
× ∂m

∂y

)
(4.1)

where m is the unit magnetization vector, m(x, y, z) = M(x, y, z)/Ms(x, y, z). This 2D

integral describes the winding number of a 2D magnetic patterns, or a slice through a

magnetic pattern with translational symmetry in a direction pointing out of the x − y

plane, like the skyrmion tubes in bulk systems.

On the other hand, the discreteness of the magnetic pattern does have important

implications for the stability of a magnetic skymrion. The stability of magnetic skyrmions

results from the combination of a non-trivial topological structure and the stiffness of the

magnetization field (although the topology may be less important than implied by the

terminology commonly used to describe skyrmions [92]). For example, one could imagine

unwinding the skyrmion shown in Fig. 4.1 by continuously deforming the structure to

squeeze the skyrmion until there is a singularity of downward pointing magnetic moments

at the center of the original skyrmion. At some point during this deformation, the

magnetic pattern will cross over an energy barrier and the remaining downward pointing

spins will prefer to flip, resulting in a saturated ferromagnetic state. The important point

is that this energy barrier is finite. The energy cost to deform the magnetic structure

in this way is some function of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) strength D,

the magnetic exchange stiffness Aex, and dipolar interactions integrated over the volume

of the skyrmion. For a skyrmion stabilized by the DMI, the energy cost to deform

the magnetic structure would depend more on the DMI strength D and the magnetic
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exchange stiffness Aex. For bubble skyrmions (stabilized by dipolar interactions), like

those described in section 4.2, this energy barrier would depend more critically on the

exchange stiffness and dipolar interactions. The energy barriers described in this way

apply to the magnetic patterns in the skyrmion phase, where the external magnetic field

is tuned so that the skyrmions are happy, as skyrmions can be destroyed by applying a

large enough magnetic field.

4.1 Thin film heterostructures

Following the initial discovery of skyrmions in non-centrosymmetric bulk crystals,

much interest has focused on the creation of related magnetic structures in sputtered thin

film multilayers [93–96]. These multilayer materials are promising for making practical

skyrmion devices, because of their capacity for commercial scaling and the ability to easily

tune different magnetic interactions that determine the skyrmion phase temperature,

field, size, and current-driven behavior. But further materials development is required to

achieve the 10 nm-scale and efficient current-driven motion desired for applications [97].

In these thin film structures, an interfacial DMI arises from inversion symmetry break-

ing at the interface of a magnetic layer and a metallic layer with large spin-orbit coupling.

The shape anisotropy of the thin film is usually overcome by including perpendicular

magnetic anisotropy (PMA) in the system, for example by coupling a MgO layer to the

magnetic layer. For film thicknesses much smaller than any of the magnetic length scales,

these systems can be described by a micromagnetic free energy [98,99],

F = t

∫
dx dy

{
A

(∑

i

(∇mi)
2

)
−Km2

z −
µ0Ms

2
m ·Hd

+D (mz (∂xmx + ∂ymy)− (mx∂x +my∂y)mz)

} (4.2)
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for a film thickness t, magnetic exchange J , normalized magnetization components mi =

Mi/Ms, PMA strength K, demagnetization field Hd, and DMI strength D.

4.1.1 Ta/CoFeB/MgO

MgO (2 nm)

Pt (~0.1 nm)

CoFeB (1 nm)

Ta (2 nm)

Figure 4.2: Structure of the Ta/CoFeB/MgO system.

In the Ta/CoFeB/MgO thin film system, shown in Fig. 4.2, PMA due to the

CoFeB/MgO interface allows for the existence of magnetic bubbles stabilized under a

small magnetic field perpendicular to the film. An interfacial DMI arising from an an-

tisymmetric exchange coupling at the interface of the ferromagnetic CoFeB and strong

spin-orbit Ta layers encourages a fixed chirality of the magnetization structure of these

bubbles. A wedged sub-nm Pt insertion layer between the CoFeB and MgO tunes the

PMA strength by weakening Co-O and Fe-O bonds at the MgO interface. This Pt in-

sertion layer also induces a DMI at the top CoFeB interface, modifying the total DMI

strength [100–102]. A magnetic field Bext is applied perpendicular to the sample plane

giving rise to isolated skyrmions in certain regions of the PMA-Bext phase space [94]. The

NV fluorescence images in Fig. 4.3 show the evolution of the magnetic order with Bext.

At Bext = 0, magnetic order takes the form of stripe-like domains. As Bext is increased,

the system undergoes a first order phase transition into a skyrmion phase. In Fig. 4.3, a

coexistence of skyrmion bubbles and stripes is seen already at 3 Oe, and several bubbles
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persist up to Bext = 9 Oe. At fields larger than 10 Oe, the material transitions into a

ferromagnetic phase with no magnetic features in the NV images. The images in Fig.

4.3 were obtained using the contour imaging method, with the frequency of the applied

microwaves fixed to the NV zero-field splitting frequency of 2.870 GHz. For the small

values of Bext used, the dark contours mark the approximate domain wall positions, with

a small (< 100 nm) scale offset in the direction of the NV’s in-plane projection (supple-

mentary section S1). The width of the contour lines, which can be much smaller than the

NV-sample separation, is determined by the width of the NV ESR dip and the magnetic

field gradients near the domain walls [30].
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Figure 4.3: Field contour images of magnetic phases in Ta/CoFeB/MgO system ac-
quired with the NV microscope. The applied microwave frequency is 2.870 GHz for
all images. An external magnetic field applied normal to the sample plane is increased
from 0-9 Oe in (a)-(d). As the field increases, the magnetic order evolves from stripes
at 0 Oe (a) into a mixed skyrmion/stripe phase at 3 Oe (b) and a skyrmion phase at
6 (c) and 9 (d) Oe. At these fields, zero-field contours mark the approximate domain
wall positions. The scale bar for all images is shown in (d).

4.1.2 IrMn/CoFeB/MgO

We also studied a related system, Ta (2 nm) / Ir22Mn78 (5 nm) / Co20Fe60B20 (∼ 1 nm

wedged) / MgO (2 nm) / Ta (2 nm), in which the antiferromagnetic IrMn coupled to the

ferromagnetic (FM) CoFeB layer produces an exchange bias. This interaction is thought

to be caused by uncompensated, pinned spins in a small layer at antiferromagnetic-
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ferromagnetic interface [103, 104]. The effect of exchange bias is to add an effective

magnetic field to the ferromagnetic layer, shifting the magnetic hysteresis loop along the

H-axis. In a skyrmion system, this means that a magnetic skyrmion phase can potentially

be stabilized at zero external magnetic field.

Figure 4.4 shows scanning NV measurements of the IrMn/CoFeB system. In this

structure the PMA is controlled with a wedged CoFeB layer instead of the wedged Pt

insertion layer described above. Figure 4.4(b) shows a full-field image of the stray field

emanating for an isolated magnetic bubble at zero field. Using this image, and mea-

surements of the material parameters, the helicity angle of the magnetic structure can

be extracted, as described for Ta/CoFeB/MgO in the next section. However, in this

case, the sign of the DMI interaction extracted from the reconstruction (right-handed)

disagrees with the sign measured by Brillioun light scattering (BLS), and that indicated

by the current driven motion of the material’s domain walls. The most likely culprits for

this disagreement are a systematic error in the NV height measurement, or local variation

in the material parameters at the strongly pinned domain walls. This highlights the fact

that the magnetic structure reconstruction using NV magnetometry depends sensitively

on the models and material parameters used in the reconstruction. And it further em-

phasizes the fact that investigating materials with complimentary techniques can reveal

different information about the local vs. averaged bulk structure. The reconstruction for

Ta/CoFeB/MgO in the next section gives a DMI sign that agrees with the BLS measured

sign, but still has some discrepancy in the strength D, possibly due to the local vs.bulk

nature of the two measurements.

Figures 4.4(c) and (d) show the zero-field magnetic order for two different magnetic

histories. The image in Fig. 4.4(d) was taken after that in Fig. 4.4(c), following a

cycling of the magnetic field applied along the film normal to 120 G and back to 0 G.

The magnetic history prior to Fig. 4.4(c) was not carefully controlled.
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Figure 4.4: Scanning NV magnetometry of IrMn/CoFeB/MgO. (a) Exchange bias
arising at interface of the antiferromangetic IrMn and ferromagnetic CoFeB creates
an effective external field, stabilizing mangetic bubbles even when no external field is
applied. (b) Full-field NV image of an isolated magnetic bubble at zero external field.
(c), (d) Contour images of magnetic structure at zero external magnetic field. The
magnetic pattern is striped or has isolated bubbles, depending on the history of the
external magnetic field.
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4.2 Probing structure and dynamics

Switching back to Ta/CoFeB/MgO, the high resolution of the NV center scanning

microscope allows for the study of the microscopic structure of these bubble domains [28,

66]. For example, contour images of domain wall position show the effects of pinning sites

on skyrmion shape (Fig. 4.5a), which induce both a static deformation of the skyrmion as

well as a dynamic instability. Figures 4.3c-d and the higher resolution contour images in

Fig. 4.5a-g show irregularly shaped skyrmions, whose dramatic deviation from a disorder-

free, circular shape is consistent with previously reported NV-microscopy images of a

similar thin film magnetic multilayer [68]. The effect of pinning sites is also manifest

in the evolution of skyrmion size and shape with magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 4.5.

When Bext is increased from 5 to 7.5 Oe the skyrmion shrinks, as seen by comparing Fig.

4.5a and 4.5f and as predicted by micromagnetic theory [105]. Interestingly, however,

this process does not happen smoothly but rather discontinuously: at intermediate fields

in the range of Bext = 6.0–7.5 Oe, the images in Fig. 4.5(b-e) show domain wall contours

corresponding to both the larger and smaller diameter skyrmion. As the field is increased,

the contrast of the larger diameter contour progressively decreases while the contrast of

the smaller diameter contour increases. This behavior is explained by the domain wall

hopping back and forth in time between two stable positions, progressively spending a

larger fraction of its time in a smaller diameter configuration as the field is increased.

Hopping that occurs on a timescale faster than the NV measurement leads to a reduction

in the contrast of the contours because the NV fluorescence signal is averaged over its

bright and dark states as the fluctuating field produced by the hopping domain wall

brings the applied microwaves on and off resonance with the NV ESR transitions. Thus,

although our measurement is too slow to detect the telegraph nature of the domain wall

hopping in real time, we can detect time-averaged signatures of the dynamics through
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changes in contour contrast.
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Figure 4.5: Domain wall fluctuations and evolution with Bext imaged by NV center
microscopy. (a) 2.870 GHz contour images of a skyrmion bubble, each labeled by
the corresponding Bext applied during that scan. As Bext increases, a section of the
domain wall evolves into a bistable configuration, seen most clearly in the (d) and (e)
scans with 6.5 and 7.0 Oe. The scale bar for (a)-(g) is shown in (a). (h) 2.870 GHz
contour images of another skyrmion bubble taken at Bext = 7.0 G. (i)-(m) NV center
ESR spectra taken with the NV fixed at the location indicated by the red dot, each
labeled by Bext. The multiple pairs of ESR splittings in each spectrum correspond to
different positions of the domain wall.

We can confirm the time-averaged behavior of the domain wall fluctuations by fixing

the NV at a location near a fluctuating domain wall while recording the ESR spectrum,

as shown in Fig. 4.5(i-m). The position of the NV is indicated by the red dot in Fig.

4.5h. In the spectrum, the hopping of the domain wall appears as two dominant ESR

splittings that emerge as the magnetic field is swept through the skyrmion phase. When

the domain wall is near the NV, the ESR splitting is largest, given by the outer two

ESR dips. The existence of other ESR dips in the spectra in Fig. 4.5 implies that

the domain wall spends some time at another position, seen as the faint contour line

cutting across the middle of the bubble in Fig. 4.5h. Qualitatively, the evolution of

the contrast ratio between different pairs of dips in the ESR spectrum or equivalently,

between domain wall branches in the contour images, gives an indication of the relative
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time spent in different domain wall states. As Bext is increased, the outer pair of ESR

dips grows fainter as the domain wall evolves from spending more time in the larger

skyrmion diameter configuration (near the NV) to spending more time in the small

diameter configuration. At Bext = 8.5 Oe, the skyrmion bubble is no longer stable and

the ESR splitting is given by the NV-axis projection of Bext.
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Figure 4.6: Enhanced magnetic fluctuations near skyrmion domain walls (a) Spatial
map of the magnetic field along the NV axis. The external field, Bext = 9.5 Oe, is
normal to the film plane. (b) NV ESR width averaged over both ESR dips, showing
enhanced magnetic fluctuations at the skyrmion domain wall.

Importantly, our NV imaging technique allows us to glean quantitative information

about the time scale of the domain wall dynamics. We estimate the average hopping

rate, χ, of the domain wall in Fig. 4.5h to lie in the range of tens of Hz to tens of

MHz by making the following two observations. First, telegraph switching of the NV

fluorescence rate was not observed on time scales slower than 0.01 seconds, putting a

lower bound on χ. In this experiment, we could not explore faster time scales because of

insufficient signal to noise ratio for smaller measurement time bins. An upper limit on the

characteristic hopping frequency can be set by treating the domain wall position between

the two pinning sites as a quasi-1D system and assuming that the dynamics is governed
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by an Arrhenius type thermal activation of hopping between two sites [106], where the

number of domain wall jumps in a given time is described by a Poisson process. In this

case, the NV ESR spectrum is expected to take two different forms, displaying either a

single resonance line or a split pair of resonance lines for each spin transition, depending

on the characteristic rate of domain wall hopping χ and the corresponding spectral shift

of the NV ESR dip. Focusing on one NV spin transition, for example |ms = 0〉 → |−1〉,

the spectral shift can be written as ∆fESR = fDW2−fDW1, where fDW1 and fDW2 are the

NV resonance frequencies corresponding to the two domain wall positions. In the limit

∆fESR > χ, distinct resonances will be observed at fDW1 and fDW2, whereas in the limit

∆fESR < χ, an effect similar to motional narrowing will give a spectrum with a single

resonance at (fDW2 + fDW1)/2 if, on-average, an equal amount of time is spent in both

domain wall positions [107,108]. The distinct ESR lines shown in Fig. 4.5i indicate that

the first limit applies and that the characteristic frequency of the observed domain wall

hopping is limited to χ < 20 MHz. This reasoning can also be applied to other observed

bistable skyrmion bubble walls, for example those shown in Fig. 4.5c-e. Assuming that

these domain wall branchings are due to a similar hopping mechanism as observed in Fig.

4.5h and 4.5i, the fact that two domain wall positions are observed in Fig. 4.5c-e can be

used to place a rough limit on the timescale of those domain wall dynamics as well.

In addition to large jumps of domain wall position that produce a discrete set of ESR

splittings, we also observe magnetic fluctuations that broaden the NV spin transitions

when the NV is positioned near domain walls. Fig. 4.6b shows a spatial map of the

average ESR width with corresponding stray field measurement in Fig. 4.6a. Figure 4.6b

shows that magnetic fluctuations are enhanced near the skyrmion bubble walls, even

in the absence of the clear bistabilities seen in Fig 4.5. We note that this broadening

is not due to fluctuations in the NV-domain wall distance in regions of high magnetic

fields gradient, as it is not observed near other sharp magnetic features not associated
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with bubble domain walls (supplementary section S3). The emergence of these enhanced

fluctuations near domain walls is not well understood and can be interpreted in a few

ways. It could imply the existence of small fluctuations in the position of all domain

walls, driven thermally or magnetically [109], possibly by the applied microwaves or laser

light [33]. Alternatively, the spatial dependence seen in Fig. 4.6b could be the result of

amplification or concentration of magnetic noise sources, such as spin waves, near the

domain walls [110, 111]. We note that the increase in magnetic noise at the bottom of

Fig. 4.6b is due to fluctuations of another bubble skyrmion whose dominant domain wall

position is not seen in Fig. 4.6a (see supplementary section S4).

We have also observed switching dynamics between a bubble skyrmion state and a

saturated ferromagnetic state, with a time scale slow enough to be observed in real time

with the NV center. Figure 4.7a shows a skyrmion bubble contour (Bext = 9.2) that

becomes unstable as the field is increased to 9.5 G, as seen in Figs. 4.7b-c. Figure

4.7b shows a decrease in contour contrast due to switching between the bubble state

and saturated ferromagnetic state. The switching dynamics can be directly observed as

telegraph noise in the NV fluorescence time trace shown in Fig. 4.7c, obtained by fixing

both the NV location (red dot in 4.7b) and the microwave frequency. High fluorescence

corresponds to the ferromagnetic state and low fluorescence corresponds to the bubble

state. The characteristic switching frequency can be extracted from the distributions of

dwell times in each state. From a 30 second fluorescence trace, a characteristic switching

frequency of 14 Hz is measured for both directions of state switching, implying that the

energy of the two states is approximately equal at the applied field of Bext = 9.5 G. The

switching frequency is ultimately determined by the energy barrier between the bubble

and saturated magnetic states. These energy barriers have been estimated previously for

DMI-stabilized thin-film skyrmions [92], and the process of skyrmion collapse to a helical

state has been explored in a bulk skyrmion system [112]. In the present case, the bubble is
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dipole stabilized and the energy barrier can be estimated by a cylindrical bubble domain

model [113]. Using an Arrhenius description of the switching, f = f0exp(−EB/kBT ),

where EB ' 240 meV is the energy barrier in the bubble domain model, T = 298 K, f =

14 Hz is the characteristic switching frequency, the attempt frequency f0 is determined

to be '0.35 MHz. We note, however, that local material variations may alter the energy

barrier.
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Figure 4.7: Telegraph switching of the NV fluorescence signal in the presence of a
skyrmion bubble switching between a bubble and a saturated state. (a) 2.870 GHz
contour image of the skyrmion bubble shown in Fig. 4.6 taken at Bext = 9.2 G. (b)
2.870 GHz contour image of the skyrmion bubble shown in Fig. 4.6 taken at Bext = 9.5
G. As the field is increased, the bubble state becomes unstable and switching between
the saturated and bubbles states is observed as a decrease in the NV ESR contrast. (c)
The ESR signal when fixing the NV position at the location indicated by the red dot
in (b) with Bext = 9.5 G. (d) The NV fluorescence collected in 5 ms bins when fixing
the NV location at the position indicated by the red dot in (b), and fixing the drive
microwave frequency at 2.871 GHz (the frequency indicated by the dashed red line in
(c)). A characteristic hopping frequency of 14 Hz is measured over the full 30 second
measurement window. (d) The distributions of dwell times in the saturated state,
measured for a 30 second time trace of the NV signal in the presence of telegraph
switching between the two magnetic states. The orange curves are exponential fits to
the dwell time distribution, giving a characteristic time of ∼14 Hz. The distribution
of dwell times in the bubble state is similar.
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4.2.1 Magnetic structure

The magnetic structure of skyrmions has important implications for the viability and

design of skyrmion-based devices because the structure determines important parameters

of current-driven skyrmion motion, such as the skyrmion Hall angle and velocity [114–

117]. However, probing the structure of skyrmion bubbles is difficult due to the required

nanometer-scale resolution. While many techniques can be used to determine domain

wall structure in principle, there are few examples of probes that are local, non-invasive,

and capable of studying a wide range of skyrmion materials. Recent NV imaging studies

of magnetic thin films have established scanning NV microscopy as a useful probe of

magnetic structure with all these features [28, 65, 66, 118]. Starting from a map of the

NV-axis stray field (Fig. 4.11a), a partial reconstruction of the magnetization structure is

possible but requires knowledge of several material parameters, careful calibration of the

NV scan height (Appendix D), and some structure assumptions based on micromagnetic

theory.

Bloch skyrmion Néel skyrmion
increasing DMI strength

ψh = ±π/2 ψh = 0, π

Figure 4.8: The structure of a thin-film bubble skyrmion depends on the DMI strength
relative to the dipolar energy scale. For small D, the structure of domain walls will
be Bloch type (left). As D is increased, the in-plane angle of magnetization inside
the domain wall will evolve, approaching the domain wall normal as D approaches a
critical value Dc = 2ln(2)µ0M

2
s t/π

2.

The first step is to determine all the relevant materials parameters, leaving free only

the absolute value of the domain wall helicity angle |ψh|. The helicity angle sets the
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rotation direction of magnetization through a cross-section of the domain wall— here

defined relative to the common domain wall types as |ψh| = 0, π/2, and π for right-handed

Néel, Bloch, and left-handed Néel respectively (see Fig. 4.8). With this approach we can

use the local, nanoscale nature of the NV probe to search for variations in the helicity

angle magnitude along the skyrmion domain wall, which allows us to check for a fixed

chirality of individual bubbles.

The required material parameters are Ms, t, and domain wall width ∆DW , and we

assume an analytic form (see section E.2) for the domain wall profile. The domain wall

position is also needed and is given by the NV images. To estimate ∆DW , which cannot

be measured directly with our NV center for lack of spatial resolution, we combine bulk

measurements of the effective magnetic anisotropy energy density Keff and the magnetic

surface density Is = Mst with NV measurements of the domain wall energy density γw.
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Figure 4.9: SQUID measurement of the saturation magnetization, Ms, and perpendic-
ular magnetic anisotropy, Keff . The sample magnetization is measured as a function
of external magnetic field, applied normal to the film plane (orange) and parallel to
the film plane (green). The total sample moment is measured, and the magnetization
is calculated assuming a CoFeB thickness of 1 nm. The shaded area between the
parallel and perpendicular curves is Keff/(sample volume).

The parameters Keff and Ms are calculated from hysteresis curves obtained with a
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Quantum Design MPMS 5XL SQUID. The magnetic moment is measured as a function

of an applied field both parallel and normal to the film plane (Fig. 4.9). After dividing

the measurement magnetic moment by the thin film volume, Ms is the saturation value,

while Keff is given by the area between the parallel and normal curves [119]. These

measurements give Is = (6.5±0.1)×10−4 A, where the uncertainty is given the standard

deviation of the saturated SQUID value. This gives Ms = 6.6 × 105 A/m and Keff =

8.3×103 J/m3 for a film thickness t = 1.0 nm. Calculating the uncertainty in Ms and Keff

is trickier because their values depend on the film thickness t. The value of t used in these

calculations is given by the measured deposition thickness, but we note that magnetic

dead layers have been observed in CoFeB films at Ta or MgO interfaces [120,121]. A non-

zero dead layer thickness would lead to different values of Ms and Keff and differences

in the magnetization reconstruction.

Armed with values of Ms and Keff , it is possible to measure the domain wall energy

density γw from stripe-phase NV images. The NV scan can be used to calculate the

demagnetization energy and total domain wall length in the image area. The domain wall

energy density is then calculated based on an energy minimization that balances variation

in the demagnetization energy and domain wall length measured for a particular imaging

area [122]. Starting from a zero-field stripe image, a polarity (±Ms) is assigned to the

two image regions (Fig. 4.10). The demagnetization energy Edemag in the imaged area

is calculated with OOMMF [123] using mirror symmetric boundaries. The total length

of the domain walls in this image L is also measured and both values are normalized by

the image area A giving E ′demag = Edemag/A and L′ = L/A. The domain wall energy

density can then be obtained as in [122] by calculating the variation of E ′demag and L′
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with respect to the characteristic stripe periodicity p,

γw = −
∂E ′demag/∂p

t∂L′/∂p
(4.3)

These variations in demagnetization energy and domain wall length with respect to stripe

periodicity can be related to variations in these parameters under small changes in the

lateral scale of the magnetic pattern. This is done by calculating the demagnetization

energy and domain wall length with the pixels at actual size and at a slightly larger size.

In this case the actual pixel size is a = 100 nm, and variation in pixel size is ∆a = 2 nm.

The variations with respect to periodicity and pixel size are related by the following,

∂E ′demag
∂p

∣∣∣∣
a

=
1

∂p/∂a

∂E ′demag
∂a

≈ 1

∂p/∂a

E ′demag(a+ ∆a)− E ′demag(a)

∆a
(4.4)

and for a total domain wall length L = Ma, and total image area N2a2,

∂L′

∂p
=

1

∂p/∂a

∂L′

∂a
=

1

∂p/∂a

∂

∂a

(
Ma

N2a2

)
=

1

∂p/∂a

∂

∂a

(
M

N2a

)
=

1

∂p/∂a

−M
N2a2

= − 1

∂p/∂a

L′

a

(4.5)

This gives a domain wall energy density,

γw =
∂E ′demag/∂a

tL′/a
(4.6)

and a calculation of the demagnetization energy variation and domain wall length for the

image in Fig. 4.10 gives γw = 1.3 mJ/m2. The domain wall energy density can be used
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Figure 4.10: Stripe domains at zero external magnetic field. (a) Measured zero-field
contours and (b) corresponding assigned magnetization used to calculate the demag-
netization energy.

in turn to calculate Aex and ∆DW

Aex =
(γw + πD)2

16Keff

(4.7)

∆DW =
√
Aex/Keff (4.8)

The DMI strength measured via Brillouin light scattering is found to be D = 47

µJ/m2, giving an exchange stiffness Aex = 9 pJ/m and domain wall width ∆DW = 33

nm. The extracted value of Aex is in good agreement with the value measured with BLS.

This method of estimating γw can be checked against an analytic form for parallel stripe

domains [124]

γw =
µ0M

2
s t

π

(
ln

(
2L

πt

)
+

1

2

)
(4.9)

Identifying characteristic image length scale in the image Fourier decomposition, L =

664± 23 nm. This gives a domain wall width ∆DW = 35 nm.
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However, a non-zero dead layer thickness will alter either calibration of domain wall

width. For example, assuming a dead layer thickness of 0.36 nm, similar to [120], the

same analysis gives the parameters Ms = 9.5×105 A/m, Keff = 1.2×104 J/m3, Aex = 20

pJ/m, and ∆DW = 49 nm.

4.2.2 Reconstruction

Now that we have the required material parameters, we start the magnetization re-

construction by assigning a polarity to regions of the BNV map separated by zero-field

contours. The polarity direction is determined by the direction of the applied external

field. This signed field map can in turn be used to calculate the full vector components

of the stray magnetic field [28, 125]. The z component of B (where ẑ is normal to the

sample) at the sample surface can be extrapolated and used to estimate the domain

wall position (Sec. E.2). The magnetization pattern M is then fully determined by the

domain wall width ∆DW , saturation magnetization Ms, and helicity angle magnitude

|ψh|.

For NV-sample separations larger than ∆DW , a direct measurement of ∆DW is difficult

and ∆DW must be inferred from measurements of other parameters. As mentioned before,

three parameters are required— Ms, PMA energy density Keff , and domain wall energy

density γDW . With these parameters, we can compare the expected stray field for a given

helicity magnitude to that measured with the scanning NV center.

Figure 4.11b shows the best-fit simulated stray field corresponding to the measure-

ment stray field in Fig. 4.6a. The best-fit helicity angle magnitude, |ψh| = 58◦ is

determined by minimizing the RMS error between the measured and simulated stray

field, as a function of |ψh|, in a 1.4 µm box centered on the bubble. Values obtained

for other skyrmions include |ψh| = 72◦ and 75◦ (shown in Sec. E.2). To allow for the
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possibility that the helicity angle can change locally along the bubble domain wall, it

is instructive to compare the simulated stray field as a function of position along the

domain wall. In Fig. 4.11a, linecuts across the measured and simulated field images are

shown as a function of cut angle and helicity type. The skyrmion bubbles in this mate-

rial consistently show a right-handed helicity angle. A constant right-handed helicity is

consistent with a non-zero winding number, but it is important to note that uncertainties

in sample thickness and NV height will change the measured helicity angle magnitude.

The right-handed helicity observed here agrees with BLS measurements of D, but mi-

cromagnetic theory gives a smaller magnitude helicity angle based on the bulk material

parameters and the measured D. This discrepancy between a bulk calculation and local

measurements of the helicity angle may come from spatial fluctuations in the material

parameters [126]. For example, we observe variations in the stray field measured in the

saturated magnetic state (Fig. E.4), which we attribute to variations in the parameter

Is = Mst. The domain wall energy density is lowered in areas where the film is thicker or

Ms is larger, and the domain walls will likely be pinned in these areas. Since the helicity

angle depends on Ms and t this effect will lead to a different helicity angle calculated

from bulk measurements of Ms, t, and D and the helicity angle measured locally at the

domain walls.
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Figure 4.11: Reconstruction of helicity angle. (a) Linecuts at various angles φ across
a magnetic bubble, comparing the measured magnetic field shown in Fig. 4.6a to the
simulated field for four domain wall types— right-handed Néel, Bloch, left-handed
Néel, and a domain wall with |ψh| = 58◦. The NV height is calibrated to be 58±5 nm
using the method described in Appendix D. The NV angle relative to the film normal
is measured as 60◦ ± 4◦ using an external field aligned along the film normal. The
in-plane NV angle is extracted from the BNV bubble image by finding the direction of
maximum field gradient at the domain wall and is 16◦±2◦ relative to the image x-axis.
(b) The simulated magnetic field along the NV axis for the best fit helicity angle 58◦.
(c) Schematic of the magnetization of a skyrmion bubble with a fixed helicity angle
|ψh| = 58◦, viewed from above. The magnetization transitions from pointing upward
outside the bubble (red) to pointing downward inside (blue) with a rotation direction
between that of Bloch and Néel-type domain walls.
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4.3 Future studies on strain in bulk skyrmion sys-

tems

Skyrmion systems in thin film heterostructures are desirable partly for their tun-

ability. Various magnetic interactions in these systems can be tuned by changing layer

thicknesses, or interfaces, or by making meta-materials consisting of many repeated layers

of alternating heavy metals and magnetic films. Bulk, single-crystal skyrmion systems,

on the other hand, can display favorable properties like low depinning currents and low

disorder [127]. Although bulk systems do no have the same flexibility to easily tune

magnetic structure through geometric and interfacial effects, there has still been much

progress in tuning the magnetic phase diagrams of bulk systems through composition

and structure. Since the initial discoveries of magnetic skyrmions in MnSi and FeGe,

bulk skyrmion systems have been created with skyrmion phases at or above room tem-

perature, a desirable property for making real devices [128,129]. One way to extend the

tunability of bulk skyrmion system may be through the use of coupling between strain

and magnetism. Some preliminary studies have shown that the magnetic interactions

involved in producing skyrmions can be tuned through the application of mechanical

deformation [130, 131]. It is possible that strain may also be able to produce magnetic

structures like skyrmions or magnetic helixes by break symmetries in materials that would

ordinarily not host chiral magnetic order. A local probe like an NV is ideal for studying

the interaction between strain and magnetism because it can probe how the length scales

of magnetic structures change in various regions of a strained sample. Figure 4.12 shows

initial measurements of a magnetic helix in a Co8Zn9Mn3 sample at room temperature.

This system is expected to host skyrmions at or near room temperature, depending on

the composition [129], and is good candidate for studies of coupling between magnetic

interactions and strain.
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Figure 4.12: (a) Zero-field contour image of the stray field from a magnetic helix in
Co8Zn9Mn3. The microwave frequency is fixed to 2870 MHz, and the dark contours in
the image correspond to zero magnetic field along the NV axis. There was no external
magnetic field applied and the image was taken at 298 K. (b) Drawing of a magnetic
helix. The magnetization vector rotates in a helical pattern, with a direction defined
by the vector q. In (a) q is pointed roughly parallel to the plane of the sample,
resulting in a magnetic surface charge σ ≈ cos(q · r) for r on the surface.
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Chapter 5

Searching for electron
hydrodynamics in graphene

A hydrodynamic description is useful for understanding and describing systems contain-

ing many interacting particles. On long length scales and at long times scales (much

larger than the typical interaction lengths and times of the individual particles) it is of-

ten possible to describe a many-body interacting system in terms of conserved continuum

quantities like energy, momentum, and density. For strongly interacting systems with a

macroscopic number of particles it makes sense to use a hydrodynamic description if we

care about its behavior on those comparably long length and time scales. Historically,

a hydrodynamic description hasn’t been useful for electron fluids in solid-state systems.

In most metallic systems, the momentum relaxing interactions of the electron fluid, due

to scattering from impurities or phonons, dictate the macroscopic behavior of electron

flow (ignoring exotic, low-temperature phases). In these cases, the best macroscopic de-

scription of the system is often given by Ohm’s law j(r) = σE(r) for current density j,

conductivity σ, and electric field E. The scalar conductivity boils down all the details of

the momentum relaxing interactions to a single number. At low temperatures, another

well-known regime of current flow encountered in materials with high conductivity is the

ballistic regime, in which the momentum relaxing scattering length scale is larger than
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the sample geometry. In this regime, the current density is not locally related to the

electric field through Ohm’s law (on the scale of the sample geometry) and is determined

by the sample geometry and the nature of scattering at the sample boundaries.

However, there do exist ultra-high conductivity electron systems, where due to low

momentum relaxing scattering rates and strong electron-electron interactions, the short

length scales of momentum conserving electron-electron scattering lee may play a role in

determining the macroscopic behavior of the electron fluid. Some examples of these sys-

tems that have been studied experimentally are AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures [132,133],

delafossite-type crystals [134], and both mono- and bi-layer graphene [135,136]. Graphene

serves as a test-bed of electron hydrodynamics, as it is a relatively simple and well-

understood system that lends itself well to experimental searches of these hydrodynamic

effects. A hydrodynamic description of solid-state electron systems may then find more

practical utility in less tractable electron systems like strange metals [137]. The ex-

perimental probe of electron hydrodynamics described in this chapter may also prove

useful in other areas, for example as a method for disentangling the electron-phonon vs.

electron-electron origin of poorly understood transport signatures.

5.1 Graphene

Graphene is a 2D material made of a hexagonal lattice of carbon atoms, as shown

in Fig. 5.1(a). The C atoms are bonded together with hybridized, in-plane sp2 orbitals.

This leaves one electron per atom in a pz orbital, for z normal to the graphene plane. The

electronic behavior of graphene is determined by the half-filled band formed by these pz

orbitals. It is well described by a tight binding model [138], that gives a linear dispersion

relation near the corners of the Brilliouin zone [139], at the K and K ′ points (Fig. 5.1(b
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Figure 5.1: (a) Graphene structure: a hexagonal lattice of carbon atoms. The C
atoms are σ bonded together with overlapping sp2 orbitals, leaving one free electron
per C atom in a p orbital oriented perpendicular to graphene plane. (b) Brillouin zone
of a hexagonal lattice. (c) Linear dispersion of the graphene band structure near the
K and K ′ points of the Brillouin zone.

and c)),

E ' ±vF |q| (5.1)

with q = k − K being the wavevector displacement from the K or K ′ points. In the

absence of doping or gating, the Fermi level of the half-filled band will sit at these K

and K ′ points. At this point, the carrier density vanishes and the Fermi surface becomes

a point. It is known as the charge neutrality point (CNP). The system is described by

a linear dispersion over a large range of gate voltages, which are used to tune EF in an

experiment. This linear dispersion relation implies that electrons in graphene will behave

like massless Dirac fermions. They have a dispersion that looks relativistic and will travel

at a fixed speed dE/dk = vF ≈ 1× 106 m/s.

As a material for exploring electron hydrodynamics, the key aspects of graphene

are its high conductivity (long lmr) and strong electron-electron interactions (short lee)

near the CNP. The first aspect results partly from the ease of producing many-micron

scale graphene sheets with a low number of impurities or defects, starting from high-

purity graphite and using tape to peel off layers until a sheet only a single atom thick
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remains. Scattering from charged impurities outside the graphene itself is minimized

by sandwiching the graphene between layers of hexagonal boron-nitride (hBN) [140].

The long lmr in graphene are also the result of low electron-phonon scattering rates,

due to the small Fermi-surface of graphene, which restricts the phase space of electron-

phonon scattering, and the high stiffness of the C bonds, which gives a high Debye

temperature [141, 142]. The second important aspect, low lee near the CNP, results

from the relatively fast electron-electron scattering rates at low carrier densities, as the

Coulomb interactions are not screened as heavily as in normal metallic systems. In the

case of monolayer graphene, which we will examine here, it seems possible to separate

lee and lmr by a factor of about 20, in the temperature range 100–150 K. To observe

hydrodynamic effects, the device geometry length scale lgeom should be placed somewhere

between lee (a few hundred nm) and lmr (several microns).

5.2 Transport signatures of electron hydrodynamics

Some consequences of electron hydrodynamics were predicted by Gurzhi in the 1960s

[143], and a few initial transport signatures were detected in the 1990s in two-dimensional

electron gases (2DEGs) [132, 133]. Starting around 2016, there has been a revival in in-

terest in this topic, brought on by several experimental and theoretical papers describing

transport signatures of electron hydrodynamics [134,136,144,145]. These have been fol-

lowed by an onslaught of new theory and transport papers over the last couple years. The

transport signatures can be divided into two broad categories, the first looking at charge

signatures of hydrodynamics, and the second looking at thermal transport signatures.

The thermal transport measurements have involved looking for the breakdown of the

Wiedemann-Franz (WF) law. This law gives a fixed ratio, known as the Lorenz number,

of the product of electrical resistivity ρ and thermal conductivity κ to the temperature
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T of L0 = ρκ/T = 2.44× 10−8 WΩ/K2. This relation holds (approximately) over a wide

temperature for most metallic systems, where the same charged quasiparticles that carry

electrical currents also contribute significantly to thermal conduction. Near the CNP of

graphene (in the so-called Dirac fluid), charge currents are carried by thermally excited

electrons and holes flowing in opposite directions and these charge currents are relaxed

through electron-hole recombination. Thermal currents, on the other hand, are carried

by electrons and holes flowing in the same direction and this difference in the behavior

of charge versus thermal currents can lead to a large increase in the Lorenz number near

the CNP point of graphene [144]. The WF law can also be violated in the Fermi liquid

regime due to momentum conserving electron-electron interactions, as these interactions

will generally decrease the thermal conductivity while leaving the charge conductivity

unaffected, leading to a decreased Lorenz number [146,147].

The charge transport measurements of electron hydrodynamics have looked for modi-

fications to electrical resistances with a particular temperature or geometric dependence,

such as negative potentials caused by vortices [136, 148], or flow through a narrow con-

striction or channel [134, 135, 147, 149]. Figure 5.2 describes a few of these different

geometries.

The charge signatures of electron hydrodynamics are expected to be visible in the

Fermi liquid regime (Fermi energy εF >> kBT ). In this regime, a first-order, steady-

state, hydrodynamic description of the graphene electron system gives

∂iδµ
µ
− ν∂2

j vi = − vi
τmr

(5.2)

for chemical potential expanded to first order µ + δµ, ν is the kinematic viscosity, vi is

the “flow” or drift velocity in direction i, and τmr is the momentum-relaxing scattering

time [150]. If the further assumption of incompressible flow is made, a 2D stream function
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Figure 5.2: Three device geometries for studying electron hydrodynamics. (a) Channel
geometry. (b) Constriction geometry. (c) “Vicinity” geometry. A non-local negative
resistance measured across the two leads on the right may be indicative of eddy-like
flow.

ψ can be defined using vx = ∂yψ and vy = −∂xψ. Plugging the stream function into

equation 5.2, and taking the curl gives,

(∂2
x + ∂2

y)

(
(∂2
x + ∂2

y)ψ −
ψ

λ2

)
= 0 (5.3)

where λ =
√
ντmr. The solutions can be broken into two parts ψ = ψ0 + ψλ, such that

(∂2
x + ∂2

y)ψ0 = 0 and
(
(∂2
x + ∂2

y)ψλ − ψλ
λ2

)
= 0 [150]. The second equation includes a

characteristic length scale λ, called the Gurzhi length, which determines the scale of flow

pattern changes away from boundaries. This length scale can also be written terms of

the momentum-relaxing length lmr and momentum conserving length lee, λ =
√
leelmr/4

The full solution depends on the specific choice of boundary conditions. The two limiting

cases are the no-slip boundary condition, given by a drift velocity vj = 0 for ĵ pointing

along the boundary edge, and the no-stress boundary condition, ∂ivj = 0 for î pointing

inward from the boundary, perpendicular to the edge.

In a channel of width w, running along the x-axis (Fig. 5.2(a)), assuming no-slip
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boundary conditions, this gives an electron flow profile

vx ∝
(

1− cosh
(
y
λ

)

cosh
(
w
2λ

)
)

(5.4)

In the limit that the Gurzhi length is long (for short lee and long lmr) compared to the

channel width, this flow profile approaches parabolic Poiseuille-type flow. In this case,

the channel resistance is expected to scale like R ∝ w−3, compared to the w−1 scaling

for ohmic flow [150]. In the no-stress case, the current density is constant across the

channel, and the channel resistances will scale with channel width in the same way as for

ohmic flow. The boundary conditions obviously play an important role in determining the

current flow, but these boundary conditions are usually not well defined as they depend on

the details of the device fabrication in a nontrivial way. In plasma-etch-defined graphene

devices at the temperatures relevant for observing hydrodynamic effects, estimates of

these slip lengths are on order of the geometry length scales [136,151,152].

Looking for electron hydrodynamics in a constriction may avoid some of the pitfalls

of unknown boundary conditions as the flow in this geometry is determined partly by the

converging and diverging of the current density. In the constriction flow, the conductance

can be broken into ballistic and viscous contributions G = Gb + Gc, where the viscous

contribution Gc is expected to scale with constriction width w like Gc ∝ w2 and with

temperature T like Gc ∝ T 2 in the hydrodynamic regime [135,150]. This geometry is also

nice because it might allow for three different flow regimes to be distinguished: ohmic,

hydrodynamic, and ballistic [149]. The constriction geometry will be our focus in this

chapter.

Although transport measurements have yielded geometric and temperature scalings

consistent the expected behavior of the various transport regimes, a measurement of the

local current density in the constriction geometry will be provide a more direct method of
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probing these regimes. The way we will do this is obviously scanning NV magnetometry,

but other techniques like scanning single electron transistors can also be used [152] and

these techniques complement each other in many ways. Ideally, we would have a device

that can reproduce the transport signatures seen previously, and also be used to locally

probe the current density for hydrodynamics effects.

5.2.1 Narrow constriction transport

Figure 5.3(a) shows a device geometry similar to that in Ref. [135], consisting of a

series of constrictions with varying widths, ∼400 nm–1µm. This device has a graphite

backgate for tuning the carrier density, and is sandwiched between a 48 nm bottom hBN

layer and a 23 nm top hBN layer. Sandwiching graphene between hBN and using a

graphite gate (vs. a doped Si/SiOx gate) yields graphene samples with extremely low

disorder [153]. The device resistance as a function of carrier density and temperature

is measured for each constriction by sweeping the back-gate and measuring the voltage

drop across the constriction (Fig. 5.3).

The temperature dependence of the constriction resistances is then analyzed for con-

sistency with a hydrodynamic model of electron flow. As mentioned above, the resistance

of small (sub-µm) constrictions is expected to decrease with increasing temperature due

to hydrodynamic effects, dipping below the lowest temperature, ballistic resistance. In

the ballistic regime, the constriction resistance is geometric— electrons with wavevectors

not pointing through the constriction are scattered off the device walls, but in the regime

of short lee, momentum conserving scattering can effectively shield some of these elec-

trons from seeing the device boundary, guiding them through the constriction. Figure

5.4 shows this effect, observed first in [135] and reproduced in our device. The derivative

of resistance with temperature dR/dT is mapped as a function of carrier density (n) and
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Figure 5.3: (a) Photograph of a series of constrictions etched in monolayer graphene.
The widths of the constriction can be measured at low temperature by their Sharvin
resistance. This gives widths of 960, 670, 580, and 390 nm for the constrictions A, B,
C, and D respectively. (b) Gate sweeps of the carrier density for constriction C as a
function of temperature.

temperature (T ) for each constriction, showing that each constriction has some areas of

temperature/carrier density space with negative dR/dT at low temperature. However,

the temperature dependence is not quite as pronounced as in [135]. Figure 5.5 shows

cuts through the constriction resistances along the temperature axis. The resistance

minimums for these carrier densities occur over the range 100-130 K, except in the case

of constriction B, whose resistance is mostly flat until it starts to increase at 75-100 K.

The width dependence of the viscous conductance Gc is also shown (upper right of Fig.

5.5), but there are not really enough points to say whether the width dependence of

Gc is proportional to w2, especially since constriction B is throwing off the trend, with

dR/dT ∼ 0 at low temperature.

So while we have reproduced some of the transport signatures seen in [135], the

hydrodynamic signature of negative dR/dT is not as pronounced and is not visible in all

our constrictions. In terms of probing the local current density, there’s a larger problem

with this device, which is that while these relatively narrow constrictions w < 1 µm
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Figure 5.4: Interpolated maps of dR/dT for each constriction. The negative dR/DT
slope at lower temperatures has been attributed to hydrodynamics effects [135]. The
data near the CNP has been removed because it describes the Dirac fluid where the
charge transport signatures of hydrodynamics are expected to disappear, and the large
resistances near CN mask this dR/dT Fermi liquid behavior when plotted on the same
scale.

can still show hydrodynamic effects in transport measurements, they are not ideal for

locally studying the current flow within the constrictions. This difference in desired

device geometry for transport versus local probe measurements arises because the local

measurement is most sensitive to changes in the current pattern right at the constriction,

where the current density is large, while the transport measurements are most sensitive

to the larger-scale structure of the current pattern. The current profile across small

constrictions with width w < lee will look ballistic, but far from the constriction (> lee),
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Figure 5.5: Linecuts through the resistance vs. temperature data for each constriction
shown in Fig. 5.3, plotted for several carrier densities. A, C, and D show a clear
negative dR/dT , while B is mostly flat at low temperature. The upper right plot
shows the viscous conductance of each constriction and a fit to w2, not including B.
More width points are need to reproduce the w2 dependence seen in [135].

the current pattern will be altered by electron-electron scattering. For example, with

w < lee, the directivity j · r̂ defined around a semicircle far from the constriction, with r̂

normal to the circle, is expected to have a sin(θ) dependence in the ballistic regime and

a sin2(θ) dependence in the hydrodynamic regime [154, 155]. This motivates moving to

larger constriction widths for the scanning measurements. As an added benefit of moving

to a wider constriction, the ohmic regime is most visible when the constriction width is

much larger than the constriction length, a condition that is more easily satisfied for

wider constrictions due to limits of fabrication resolution.
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5.3 Probing local current density

NV magnetometry can be used to detect the stray magnetic fields produced by flowing

electric currents. As described in Appendix E, starting from a large map of the magnetic

field along the NV axis, BNV , it is sometimes possible to reconstruct all components

of the vector magnetic field. In Chapter 4, we saw that even if you can measure the

vector field above a magnetic sample, there is no way to map that field to a single

magnetic pattern. For a 2D current pattern, this ambiguity doesn’t exist— if you know

the magnetic field in an infinite plane above the 2D current plane, you can calculate the

current density everywhere (up to a constant offset). In practice the reconstruction is

not perfect, as measurement noise in conjunction with the finite NV-sample separation

will limit the resolution of the reconstruction, and the finite imaging area will distort

the reconstructed current pattern at the image edges. The difference in the ability to

map magnetic fields to 2D current versus 2D magnetic patterns is due to the presence

of in-plane magnetization components. If a 2D magnetic pattern has only an out-of-

plane component Mz, then the magnetic reconstruction problem is similar to the current

reconstruction problem. This is apparent from the ability to map a little volume of

magnetization Mz into a little current loop.

For the case of a 2D or thin-film current density, the field components Bx and By

can be used to reconstruct the underlying current density components jx and jy. This

procedure, outlined below, is described in detail in [156] for a SQUID magnetometer and

in [157] for a single NV. Starting from the Biot-Savart law, with the current distribution

confined to the z = 0 plane,

Bx(x, y, z) =
µ0

4π
z

∫ ∞

−∞
dy′
∫ ∞

−∞
dx′

jy(x
′, y′)

((x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + z2)3/2
(5.5)
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By(x, y, z) =
µ0

4π
z

∫ ∞

−∞
dy′
∫ ∞

−∞
dx′

−jx(x′, y′)
((x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + z2)3/2

(5.6)

Taking the Fourier transform, and using the convolution theorem,

F [Bx](kx, ky, z) = F [G ? jy] = g(kx, ky, z)F [jy](kx, ky, z) (5.7)

F [By](kx, ky, z) = −F [G ? jx] = −g(kx, ky, z)F [jx](kx, ky, z) (5.8)

where g(kx, ky, z) = F [G(x − x′, y − y′, z)] = (µ0/2)e−kz is the Fourier transform of the

Laplacian Green’s function. These equations can be inverted to solve for the current

densities in terms of the stray field,

F [jy] =
F [Bx]

g
(5.9)

F [jx] =
−F [By]

g
(5.10)

This shows that the field components Bx and By, reconstructed from BNV as above, can

then be used to reconstruct the current distribution confined to a 2D plane. The caveat

given above, that constant values Bx and By are lost in the reconstruction, here implies

that any uniform component of the current density will be lost in the reconstruction.

This means that each component of the reconstructed current density will be shifted by

a constant value, if the mean of that component is not zero. We can remove this offset

by shifting the reconstructed components by their values in an area of the image where

we know the current density is zero (e.g. in the etched areas next to the slit).

Carrying out this reconstruction from measured field data comes with a few potential

issues, along with the finite image artifacts mentioned above. First, the factor 1/g =
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(2/µ0)ekz becomes large for z > (1/k). If the field is sampled with a resolution ∆x <

z, and the SNR is not too impressive, then the reconstructed current density will be

dominated by noise at the frequency 1/∆x, which is amplified by 1/g. On the other

hand, if ∆x � z, then sharp changes in the stray field may end up getting aliased.

However, aliasing is more likely to occur in magnetic samples with sharp changes in

magnetization than in the present case where the stray field is given by a convolution

over an extended current distribution. An example of this reconstruction procedure is

given for simulated data in Appendix E.

As opposed to magnetic samples, where the stray magnetic fields can be detrimentally

large for NV sensing, the stray fields produced by µA-scale currents flowing in µm-scale

devices can push the limits of single-NV sensitivity (∼ nT/
√

Hz). For graphene samples,

one way to quantify the NV sensitivity to currents, is to examine the limit of a current

sheet, where the NV-graphene separation is much smaller than features in the current

density. For a sheet of current with current density J = J ŷ, the in-plane stray field is

Bx = (1/2)µ0J above the sample. And a DC magnetic field sensitivity of 2 µT/
√

Hz gives

a DC current sheet sensitivity of ∼ 3 A/m/
√

Hz. Detecting µA/m-scale current density

variations in the current profile µm scale constrictions requires measuring for seconds.

5.4 Imaging the ohmic to non-ohmic transition

A local probe of the current density near a constriction can, in principle, be used to

distinguish three different regimes of current flow— ohmic, hydrodynamic, and ballistic,

assuming the constriction width is chosen correctly. If a fixed carrier density is also

chosen judiciously, then the current density patterns should transition from ohmic at

room temperature, through hydrodynamic as the temperature is decreased, and finally

to ballistic at low temperature (Fig. 5.6).
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As discussed above, it may not be possible to be deep in the hydrodynamic regime

(lee � lgeom � lmr) in monolayer graphene. This means that disentangling the effects of

electron-electron interactions on the flow profiles through a constriction can be a subtle

business. In order to understand the kind of current profiles expected in these different

regimes and choose an ideal geometry for observing hydrodynamic effects, a Boltzmann

transport simulation can be used to calculate the current flow patterns for arbitrary lmr

and lee lengths. Using simulations1 based on [149], some examples of current flow profiles

across a w = 2.7 µm channel are plotted in Fig. 5.6. At high temperature, lmr and lee

are both expected to be short compared to this w and the flow profile should have the

ohmic “ears” at the constriction edges, seen in the left profile. This shape arises as a

solution to Laplace’s equation for the electric potential, as governed by Ohm’s law.

The temperature dependence of electron-phonon scattering rates in graphene is set

by the Bloch-Gruneisen temperature ΘBG = 2~vskF/kB where vs is the phonon sound

velocity and kF is the Fermi wavevector. These scattering rates scale as Γep ∝ T 4 (T )

for temperatures T below (above) ΘBG respectively [141]. For the low carrier densities

(<1e12/cm2) the temperatures of our scanning measurements (>75 K) are above ΘBG,

where the phonon contribution to τmr is expected to scale linearly with T . The electron-

electron scattering rate, on the other hand, is expected to scale with temperature like

Γee ≈
EF
2π~

(
kBT

EF

)2

ln

(
2EF
kBT

)
(5.11)

in the Fermi liquid regime [135, 158]. At intermediate temperatures, around T = 100 −

150K, lmr and lee will both increase from their room temperature values, but lmr is

expected to increase more quickly, while changes in lee are expected to be smaller [135].

This can lead to the condition lee < w < lep, and a rounded current density profile (center

1Boltzmann simulations written by Andrew Lucas
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of Fig. 5.6). Indeed, in the hydrodynamic regime with no slip boundary conditions the

current profile inside the constriction is expected to be semi-circular [149]

jy ∝
√
w2

4
− x2 (5.12)

As the temperature is lowered further, the flow is expected to become ballistic as lee

and lmr become larger than the constriction width, with a profile that is flat across the

constriction. Even before this point, if lee > 0.5w,the profile becomes pretty flat (right

side of Fig. 5.6).
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j y 
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Figure 5.6: Simulations of the current flow profile in a linecut across the constriction.
The constriction width in the simulation is 2.7 µm. The lmr and lee label each plot.
These values roughly approximate those that could be expected at room temperature
(left), intermediate temperatures 100-150 K (center), and low temperature <50 K
(right). The simulations are gaussian filtered at the NV height zNV , because the NV
measurement reconstruction would be expected to yield profiles similarly filtered.

The constriction geometry used for scanning measurements is shown in Fig. 5.7(c).

The constriction width is w = 2.72 µm and the length is l = 375 nm, as measured by

SEM on a similar device (Fig. 5.7(a,b)). The actual width of the constriction may differ

slightly from the SEM-measured width due to damage or doping at the device edges. Fig.

5.7(c) shows a photograph of the device used for the following scanning measurements.
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(a) (b)

2 μm

(c)

Figure 5.7: Constriction geometry for scanning measurements. (a) Optical image. (b)
SEM image. The SEM image is used to measure the constriction geometry, giving
width w = 2.72 µm and length l = 375 nm. (c) Optical image of the device used for
the following measurements.

5.4.1 Current density reconstruction near the CNP at room

temperature

Starting at room temperature, ohmic flow is probed by tuning the back-gate near the

CNP. The frequency of one of the NV spin transitions is measured using the frequency

modulation sweep described in section 2.2.2. The measurement at each pixel is performed

for alternating current direction ±I, and the field is calculated from the difference of the

measured frequencies (f+I − f−I)/2. This differential measurement removes shifts in the

NV resonance due to sources other than the current flow, like static electric fields near

the graphene/gate edges (see Appendix F) or long-term drifts of the external magnetic

field. As described in Sec. 5.3, measurement of the field far from the constriction is

required because the discontinuities present when wrapping the image boundaries will

distort the reconstructed current density. The measurement points are spread sparsely in

the areas far from the slit and are spaced more finely near the slit, where the good stuff

is happening, in order to save time. Still, a single scan is typically several hours, taking

several seconds at each pixel to measure the field with sub-µT error. Figure 5.8(a) shows
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the measurement of NV frequency over the sparse and fine regions and Fig. 5.8(b) shows

the frequency map with the sparse areas linearly interpolated.

The NV transition frequency is converted to a magnetic field along the NV axis and

the data is averaged over the approximate point spread function of the measurement,

given by the NV height zNV . This averaged data is then used to reconstruct the field

components (Bx, By, Bz), using the procedure described in Appendix . The result is

shown in Fig. 5.8(c-f). The reconstructed Bx and By are then used to calculate the

current density, using Eqn. 5.9 and 5.10. Figure 5.9 shows the reconstructed current

density components jx and jy, as well as the magnitude |j|, and a linecut of jy across

the slit. The peaks in current density at the slit edges are consistent with the expected

current density profile from ohmic flow (lmr < w).
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Figure 5.8: Measurement of NV spin transition frequency in an imaging area over the
slit. (a) The data measured in grids with different spacing depending on distance from
the slit. A measurement like this typically takes 6-12 hours. (b) The NV measurement
with linear interpolation between the sparsely sampled points. (c) The magnetic field
along the NV axis. (d-f) The reconstructed components of the magnetic field.
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Figure 5.9: Reconstructed current density. (a) jx, (b) jy, (c) |j| =
√
j2
x + j2

y , (d)

linecut across reconstructed jy at the position indicated by red dashed line in (b).
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5.4.2 Temperature dependence of the current profile

The measurement of current density in the constriction was repeated at different

sample temperatures. Figure 5.10 shows the jy current density component in a linecut

across the constriction at several temperatures for a fixed carrier density n = 7×1011/cm2.

At room temperature, 298 K, the current profile has large ohmic ears indicating that

lmr < w. As the temperature is lowered, these ears disappear, but a strong semi-circular

shape doesn’t emerge. Instead the current profile flattens out on top.
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Figure 5.10: Reconstructed jy linecuts across the constriction over a wide temperature
range for a fixed carrier density n = 7× 1011/cm2. The current density is normalized
by the integrated current density over the constriction.

Using simulations of current flow through the constriction, it is possible to make error

maps, comparing the simulated data for various lmr and lee to the measured profiles. It

is preferable to use data near the constriction for this comparison (Sec. 5.4.5). Figure

5.11 shows these error maps for n = 7 × 1011/cm2 at four different temperatures. The

extracted value of lmr increases with decreasing temperature, as expected, but lee is

not well constrained at higher temperatures. The values of lmr are also lower than

expected [159]. At lower temperatures, lee is better constrained by the error maps, but
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the extracted values (< 200 nm) are shorter than expected [135]. Likely the bubbles

discussed in section 5.4.5 are playing a role in determining the current profiles inside the

constriction and ultimately changing the landscape of these error maps.
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Figure 5.11: Error maps of lee–lmr space comparing simulations to the measured
current densities in three scan lines centered on the constriction. Each plot is labeled
by temperature. The error is plotted in terms of the RMS current density error per
pixel.

5.4.3 Carrier density dependence of the current profile

At a fixed temperature, it is also possible to change the current flow regime by tuning

the carrier density. Figure 5.12 shows the current profiles at 100 K as the carrier density

is tuned close to and away from the CNP. The flow becomes more ohmic near the CNP,

resembling the room temperature flow profiles. Since we are applying a not-insignificant

voltage bias to drive 150 µA through the constriction and contacts, the voltage at the
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constriction due to the source bias will lead to in-equivalent potential differences between

the constriction and the gate for positive vs. negative currents. This means that the CNP

voltage will effectively move as we change from positive to negative currents. We are

therefore measuring an averaged current flow pattern for carrier densities near the CNP.

At 100 K the resistance peak of the CNP, seen in transport measurements, is sharper

than at room temperature, making this effect more significant than for the image in Fig.

5.9.
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Figure 5.12: Reconstructed jy linecuts across the constriction at 100 K for different
carrier densities.

5.4.4 Transport measurements of lmr

Measurements of the sample resistivity can be used to estimate lmr, allowing for a

comparison with values of lmr extracted from the reconstructed current profile. In the

diffusive regime (lmr < lgeom) the momentum relaxing mean free path is given by,

lmr =
h

2e2ρ
√
πn

(5.13)
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in terms of resistivity ρ and carrier density n. In another area of the graphene device

shown in Fig. 5.7, the resistivity was measured and the mean free path calculated as a

function of carrier density and temperature (Fig. 5.13). Note that the diffusive condition

is not expected to be met in this device at lower temperatures, where lmr is expected

to be many µm. The breakdown of Eqn. 5.13 at low temperatures may explain the

small measured values of lmr and the saturation at 75–100 K, as ballistic effects are likely

important in this geometry at those temperatures. It is also possible that a bubble in the

probed transport area, seen below the V- lead in Fig. 5.13(b), is increasing the device

resistance and lowering the extracted values of lmr. See the next section for a discussion

of bubbles. Transport measurements are also useful for probing the linearity of the
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Figure 5.13: (a) Transport measurements of mean free path (lmr) as a function of car-
rier density and gate voltage. The resistivity was measured with a 1 µA excitation at
79 Hz. (b) Device area showing the lead configuration of the transport measurements.

system under the excitation of the large currents used in scanning measurements. Figure

5.14 shows a measurement of device linearity for currents up to the scanning current of

150 µA.
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Figure 5.14: (a) Device voltage measured in the configuration shown in Fig. 5.13, as a
function of the excitation current. (b) Linearity ratio, showing the (small) deviations
of the measured voltage from a linear fit to the low current (<20 µA) data.

5.4.5 Discrepancies in lee and lmr

Previous transport measurements of lmr have found mean free path of many microns

below 150 K [159] and measurements of lee have found values of several hundred nm

below 150 K [135]. The discrepancy between these predicted values of lmr and lee and

the values we extract from current profiles can potentially be explained by bubble defects

in the graphene near the constriction. These bubbles can be seen in optical photographs

and the areas with bubbles display decreased current densities, especially at negative

gate voltages. Figure 5.15 highlights the effect of these bubbles on the current flow.

The two holes in the current density magnitude just above the constriction coincide

with two bubbles visible in optical images of the device. These holes are visible at any

carrier density and temperature, except when tuning the back-gate near the CNP. The

asymmetric dependence on gate voltage is likely caused the by the particular sign of

doping present in the bubble areas.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Current density reconstruction at 100 K and n = 1.7× 1012/cm2. At
large negative gate voltages the effect of bubbles in the graphene devices is pronounced.
(b) Linecut through one of the bubble regions, showing decreased current density near
the bubble.

5.4.6 Future graphene experiments

In monolayer graphene, this experiment should be repeated without bubbles near the

constriction in order to disentangle the current density in the slit from the effects of these

high resistivity areas. But there are also many other interesting NV magnetometry ex-

periments that can be performed with similar systems. These include looking for electron

whirlpools in a vicinity type geometry [160] or performing experimental jiu jitsu on the

bubbles and using them to look for hydrodynamic effects in the surrounding patterns of

current flow. In the more distant future, electron hydrodynamics experiments will benefit

from a bilayer graphene system, where the electron viscosity is more readily tuned with

carrier density (lee ∝ n3/2 for AB bilayer graphene with a parabolic-dispersion, compared

to lee ∝ n1/2 in monolayer graphene) [148]. The techniques demonstrated in this Chapter

may also prove useful more generally for distinguishing the effects of electron-electron in-

teractions versus electron-phonon interactions in twisted bilayer graphene systems [161].
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Probe fabrication

Figure A.1 shows the general fabrication flow for our diamond probes. Each numbered

step is described below:

1. HSQ Transfer

• clean a double-side polished 280 µm Si piece, solvents and nanostrip

• clean another Si piece and electrostatically bond diamond with NV side down

• everything needs to be very clean, tergitol can help remove particles

• Fox-16 (or 6%) HSQ spin-on: 3 krmp / 30 sec

• flip diamond + Si transfer onto HSQ

• press backside of transfer Si with Q-tip on hotplate at 160 C / 2 min

• remove transfer Si and double-check sample orientation (NVs up)

• remove HSQ surrounding diamond with IPA and Q-tips

2. HSQ Bond in Suss

• place clean 70 micron Si piece on top of diamond and a graphite plate on top

of this

• 420 C, 80 mbar, 1.5 hours in Suss wafer bonder

• During bonding 70 micron Si piece will shatter, and some pieces may be
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bonded to any remaining HSQ surrounding the diamond. These pieces should

be chipped off, carefully, as they will complicate the later contact lithography

step used to define the cantilevers.

3. E-Beam Lithorgraphy

• deposit 5 nm Cr in thermal evaporator #1

• Fox-16 HSQ spin-on: 3 krmp / 30 sec

• bake 90 C / 4 min

• Aquasave spin-on: 4 krpm/30 sec

• bake 90 C / 15 sec

4. HSQ develop

• dip in DI water for ∼15 sec to remove aquasave

• ∼70 seconds develop time in 25% TMAH

5. Oxygen descum in Technics PEII

• O2, 300 mT, 100 W, ∼ 30 sec

6. Dry etch Cr sticking layer in ICP #1 or ICP #2

• Cl2/O2 flow rate: 26/4 sccm

• pressure: 1 Pa

• ICP/bias powers: 400/15 W

• ICP #1 etch rate is 22 nm/min

7. Dry etch diamond pillars in ICP #2

• O2/Ar flow rate: 40/10 sccm

• pressure: 0.7 Pa
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• ICP/bias powers: 700/70 W (adjust bias/ICP power to change sidewall angle)

• ICP #1 etch rate ∼ 100 nm/min

• seems best to etch in 2 min intervals, checking for grass formation and mask

erosion frequently in the SEM

8. HSQ/Cr strip

• remove HSQ and Cr with BHF and Cr wet etchant 1020

9. BCB planarize

• solvent clean, DI rinse

• BCB adhesion promoter AP3000, drop-on, wait 30 sec, spin 3 krpm/30 sec

• BCB 3022-46: spin 500 rpm / 10 sec, then spin 2krpm / 40 sec

• bake 90 C / 90 sec

• Blue oven hard cure 250 C / 1 hr w/ N2 flowing

10. AZ5214 cantilever lithography

• solvent clean

• bake 110 C / 2 min

• AZ5214 spin 6krpm / 30 sec

• bake 95 C / 60 sec

• 5 sec mask exposure

• 110 C / 60 sec

• 60 sec flood exposure

• develop in AZ 300 MIF / 50 sec

11. Cantilever mask deposit
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• deposit Ti(10 nm)/Al(400 nm maybe more depending on diamond thickness)

in e-beam #3

• deposit straight-on, using the sample tilt stage at ∼ 22◦

12. Metal mask lift-off

• strip AZ5214 in NMP @ 80◦ C for several hours

• agitate with eyedropper if necessary

13. BCB dry etch in ICP #2

• O2/CF4 flow rates: 30/4 sccm

• pressure: 0.7 Pa

• ICP/bias powers: 400/70 W

• ICP #1 etch rate ∼300 nm/min

14. diamond cantilever dry etch in ICP #2

• O2/Ar flow rates: 40/10 sccm (CF4 will help if sputtered BCB is micromasking

the etch, but watch out for mask erosion)

• pressure: 0.7 Pa

• ICP/bias powers: 700/150 W

• ICP #1 etch rate ∼ 200 nm/min

• Check mask erosion and grass formation frequently, and stop etching if metal

mask is getting thin

15. planarize and protect frontside with thick photoresist layer

• solvent clean / dehydrate

• SPR-220-7 spin-on: 400 rpm / 10 sec, 1.5 krpm / 45 sec
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• remove wide swaths of PR at the edges (need to make good thermal contact

to the Si wafer during the deep etch to prevent bubbling)

• bake 115 C ∼1 hr

16. backside lithography in Suss MA-6

• make sure there is no HSQ, BCB, other residue on the backside

• SPR-220-3 spin: 4 krpm / 30 sec

• bake 115 C 2 min

• 10.4 sec mask exposure using the backside alignment mode of the MA-6

• develop in AZ300MIF for ∼ 70 sec

• wait 30 minutes

• post-exposure bake @ 115 C for ∼30 min

• O2 descum, 10 sec

17. deep Si etch on DSEIII PlasmaTherm

• use the tool’s standard Bosch Si etch with alternating C4F8 and SF6 steps

• check the etch initially for grass formation and do a short SiOx etch in an ICP

or O2 descum if there’s grass formation inside the trenches

• etch all the way through the Si wafer, exposing the HSQ.

18. dry etch HSQ

• use standard SiOx etch on ICP #1 or ICP #2

19. dry etch remaining diamond (if any) to release cantilevers, ICP #1 or ICP #2

• Ar/Cl2 flow rates: 25/40 sccm

• pressure: 0.7 Pa

• ICP/bias powers: 700/250
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• ICP #1 etch rate < 50 nm/min for diamond buried in deep trenches

• etch until all cantilevers are released

20. strip plasma hardened PR

• PR will be hardened due to exposure of fluorine plasma in deep-Si etch

• O2 descum, 1 min

• solvent strip

21. strip BCB and metal cantilever mask

• HNO3 at room temperature should remove the BCB

• heating the HNO3 in the presence of BCB is not advised as it can result in

quite vigorous reactions at high temperature, and, for example blow a covering

watch-glass lid off the acid container, spilling hot HNO3 on the acid bench.

Maybe best to close the bench sash during this step.

22. oxygen treat the diamond surface

• 1:1 HNO3 : H2SO4 at 200◦ C for 1 hour

• O2 anneal at 450◦ C for 2 hours
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Figure A.1: Overview of the probe fabrication process.
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Appendix B

JPE positioning and maintenance

B.1 JPE volume

The positioning volume of a triangular JPE stage is shown in Fig. B.1, in terms of

the height of the sample above the JPE stage and radius of the triangular stage. The

sample position and tilt as a function of the displacement of the three screws z1, z2, and

z3, can be described with a transformation matrix as follows,




x

y

z

Rx

Ry




=
1

3R




−h
√

3 0 h
√

3

h −2h h

R R R

−1 2 −1

−
√

3 0
√

3







z1

z2

z3




(B.1)

where R is the radius of the circle running through all three knobs, h is the height of

the sample above the positioning plate, x, y, and z are the Cartesian positions, and Rx

and Ry are the respective tilts in the x and y directions. Since the x-y depends on the

vertical position of the sample, it is best to arrange the tip and sample separation, when

the sample is at the bottom of the vertical range, to be less than 0.6 mm. This usually
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ensures that the probe will be able to be positioned appropriately to any part of the

sample within a lateral displacement of 1–2 mm. Ideally, the tip and sample will be

mounted so that the probe is directly above the area of interest of the sample when the

inner JPE is center in x and y.

y

x

4

5 6 yx

z

(a) (b)

Figure B.1: (a) Outer JPE knobs coordinate system. (b) JPE stage positioning
volume. The x-y range is largest if the stage is centered in the z-range.

B.2 JPE knob maintenance

1 We have seen that the the JPE piezo knobs tend to produce metal debris after a

couple years of use. This debris can get stuck in the thread of the spindles making the

knobs difficult/slow to turn. This debris can also short the electrical connections to the

piezos. To fix these problems, the top PCB board of the knob needs to be removed and

the contact pads and spindle cleaned. The cleaning procedure is as follows:

1. Remove the PCB board on top of the piezo knob

In order to do that one has to carefully push the small copper clamp back (this

1Maintenance notes are courtesy of Susanne Baumann
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(a) (b)

Figure B.2: (a) Inner JPE knobs with PCB boards and one spindle removed. (b) JPE
spindle removed from its housing nut.

piece is tiny and might fly off). It works best to two pairs of tweezers, one to push

gently down on the PCB board, at the same time also use one end of this tweezers

to stop the copper clamp from rotating. With a second pair of tweezers one can

then slide the copper piece off. Then remove the metal or ceramic washer holding

the PCB board down. Finally, flip the PCB board out of the way. Figure B.2 shows

knobs with their PCB boards removed and one knob with the spindle removed.

2. Clean PCB board and the exposed contacts with a drop of IPA on a

Q-tip

Metal filings will be build up between the grounded center pin and the other pads

3. Remove spindle

Removing the spindle can either be done by using a very small spanner wrench (we

have a customized tool in the drawer), see red arrow in the schematic drawing, or

one can simply rotate the spindle out by hand. Be aware that this spindle has very

fine threads, so one has to rotate forever to get it out.

4. Clean the threads

Now one can clean the metal debris from threads of the spindle and also from the

nut. We have seen most debris in the nut itself. In the image above, the nut was
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(a) (b)

Figure B.3: (a) Cleaning the spindle nut in-place. (b) JPE spindle and nut reassembled.

also removed and is sitting on top of our piezo stage. Alternatively, one can actually

leave the nut in place and clean it out from there (see Fig. B.3).
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Appendix C

AFM and AOM driver circuits

C.1 AFM circuits

+
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Figure C.1: AFM circuit overview.
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Figure C.1 has an overview of AFM’s analog circuit boards. The full PCB schematics1

are shown in Fig. C.1, C.3, and C.4.

Figure C.2: Schematic of buffer boards for the X, Y scanner channels.

Figure C.3: Schematic of adder board for combining AFM PID signal with the NI Z output.

1Designed by Wizard Matt Pelliccione
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Figure C.4: Schematic of the Z buffer and capacitive offset board. EXC OUT goes to
the piezo amplifier and CAP ZERO OUT goes to the 10 pF capacitor just before the
Femto current amplifier. The board is used for amplitude feedback, despite its name.

C.2 AOM driver circuits

Figure C.5 has an overview of the AOM driver, used to turn the excitation beam on

and off. Figures C.6 and C.7 show the schematics for analog boards used to power the

Mini-Circuits RF parts and adjust the RF frequency and power going to the AOM.

VCO
Mini-Circuits
ZX95-310A-S+

VVA
Mini-Circuits
ZX73-2500-S+

switch
Mini-Circuits
ZASWA-2-50DRA+

amplifier
Mini-Circuits
ZHL-1-2W-S+

AOM
Intraaction
ATM-200C1

TTL from Pulse Blaster

Figure C.5: Overview of the AOM driver circuit.
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Figure C.6: Schematic of board for voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) power supply
and frequency adjustment.

Figure C.7: Schematic of board for voltage variable attenuator (VVA) power supply
and attenuation adjustement.
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Appendix D

NV height calibration

The NV scan height above the magnetic CoFeB layer determines the spatial resolution

of the NV imaging technique and this height an important parameter in reconstructing

the magnetization. The NV height is calibrated by scanning the NV across a step edge

that has been etched through the magnetic layer [65,118]. The step edge is defined with

electron beam lithography and the thin-film stack is etched with Ar ion milling. An

external magnetic field is applied to saturate the film and the stray field is measured as

a function of position from the step edge. Assuming a sharp step edge, with a magnetic

layer thickness t much less than the NV height h, the stray field profile is given by

Bx =
µ0Mst

2π

h

(x− x0)2 + h2
(D.1)

Bz = −µ0Mst

2π

x

(x− x0)2 + h2
+Bz,0 (D.2)

where Bz,0 is the external magnetic field and the step edge runs along the line x = x0.

In the presence of non-zero DMI, the magnetization rotates at the step edge [65].

This rotation angle at the edge is given by [99]

θ0 = arcsin

(
2∆DWD

Aex

)
(D.3)
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FigureD.1: NV height calibration curve example. BNV is measured as a function of
position across a domain wall (black). Only two parameters, NV height and lateral
domain wall position, are left free in the fit (blue). (inset) NV height calibration
diagram. NV scan height is determined by tip-sample tilt and location of the NV in
a small array of pillars (typically 3x3 or 7x7 pillars, with 2 µm separation).

and is described by

(
dθ

dx

)2

=
C + sin2(θ)

∆2
DW

(D.4)

which for small values of D gives,

θ ≈ θ0e
−|x|/∆DW (D.5)

Mx ≈Ms
2∆DWD

Aex
e−|x|/∆DW (D.6)

Mz =
√
M2

s −M2
x (D.7)
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Taking this rotation into account, the stray field can be calculated as

Bx = −µ0t

2π

∫ 0

−∞
dx0

{
Mx

(x− x0)2 + h2
− 2(x− x0)(Mx(x− x0) +Mzh)

((x− x0)2 + h2)2

}
(D.8)

Bz = −µ0t

2π

∫ 0

−∞
dx0

{
Mx

(x− x0)2 + h2
− 2h(Mx(x− x0) +Mzh)

((x− x0)2 + h2)2

}
(D.9)

For the low DMI Ta/CoFeB structure studied here, this magnetization rotation at the

step edge gives only a few nm correction to the NV height calibration. The NV height

above the CoFeB layer is extracted by fitting the stray field given by these expressions

to the measured field along the NV axis. The magnetic moment density Mst is measured

separately with SQUID (see Sec. S4.9). An example of one of the calibration curves

is shown in Fig. SD.1. Twenty of these linecuts were taken at different points along

a 2 µm length of the step edge. The measured NV height = 58±5 nm is used in for

magnetization reconstruction.

The angles of the NV axis with respect to the edge and sample normal are calibrated

separately using an external magnetic field. The NV height calibration depends critically

on the profile of the magnetization at the etched edge. Any redeposition of magnetic

material or damage to the magnetic structure at the edge induced by ion milling will

lead to systematic errors in the NV height.
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Vector field, magnetization, and
current reconstruction

E.1 Reconstructing the vector magnetic field

For a magnetostatic problem (static magnetic distribution, or constant current):

∇ ·B = 0 (E.1)

∇×B = µ0J (E.2)

In the volume above the sample, away from any currents, ∇ × B = 0, and we can

define a scalar potential in this volume, B = −∇ψm. The magnetic scalar potential is a

multivalued function (imagine integrating the magnetic field over a loop around a current

carrying wire), but we can restrict our scalar potential to the upper volume given by a

cut through the plane of the device, with ψm(r → ∞) = 0. The first Maxwell’s eqn.

above gives,

∇2ψm = 0 (E.3)
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Taking the 2D Fourier transform (imaging in the x-y plane, z = zNV ),

F [∇2ψm] =
1

2π

∫ ∫
dx dy e−ikxxe−ikyy(∂2

x + ∂2
y + ∂2

z )ψm (E.4)

Integrating by parts twice and throwing out the boundary terms,

F [∇2ψm] =
1

2π

∫ ∫
dx dy e−ikxxe−ikyy(−k2

x − k2
y + ∂2

z )ψm

= (−k2
x − k2

y + ∂2
z )ψ̃m

Ignoring the boundary terms is valid as we are defining the scalar potential and the

following relationship between Fourier field components in a continuous, infinite space

above the device plane. Finite imaging area/boundary effects will show up when we take

the discrete Fourier transform of a finite image.

A set of solutions to Laplace’s equation in the upper volume are

ψ̃m(kx, ky, z) = ψ̃m,0(kx, ky)e
−kz (E.5)

where k =
√
k2
x + k2

y. The magnetic field components can then all be related in Fourier

space. The definition of the scalar potential, (Bx = −∂xψm, By = −∂yψm, Bz = −∂zψm)

gives,

B̃x(kx, ky, z) = −ikx ψ̃m(kx, ky, z)

B̃y(kx, ky, z) = −iky ψ̃m(kx, ky, z)

B̃z(kx, ky, z) = k ψ̃m(kx, ky, z)
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and the magnetic field components are related by

B̃x(kx, ky, z) = −ikx
k
B̃z(kx, ky, z) (E.6)

B̃y(kx, ky, z) = −iky
k
B̃z(kx, ky, z) (E.7)

For an image of the field along the NV axis, BNV = Bxsin(θ)cos(φ) +Bysin(θ)sin(φ) +

Bzcos(θ), or in Fourier space,

B̃NV =

(
−ikx
k
sin(θ)cos(φ)− iky

k
sin(θ)sin(φ) + cos(θ)

)
B̃z (E.8)

and the Fourier components of Bz field can be calculated from the components of B̃NV ,

B̃z =
B̃NV

− ikx
k
sin(θ)cos(φ)− iky

k
sin(θ)sin(φ) + cos(θ)

(E.9)

Using the relations between B̃z, B̃x, and B̃y, the other vector field Fourier components

be calculated. However, there is a singularity at k = 0, so the k = 0 component is set to

zero in the reconstruction. This means that any constant components of the magnetic

field will be lost.

In the vector field reconstruction from measured field data, these components are

calculated in terms of a discrete Fourier transform of BNV , which implicitly assumes

periodic boundary conditions. If a large enough image is taken, so that the field is

constant around the border and its gradients are zero at the image edges, then the DFT

will not adversely affect the reconstruction. On the other hand, if the field is different on

opposite sides of the image or the field gradients are large at the image edges, the DFT of

BNV will contain high frequency artifacts due to any mismatch in opposite border fields

and lower frequency artifacts components due to the any mismatch in the field gradients
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on opposite images edges. These artifacts will distort the reconstructed field components

when transforming back into real space, most significantly at the edges of the image.

E.2 Reconstructing helicity angle

Constructing the underlying magnetization pattern from a stray field measurement is

not trivial. The mapping from magnetization to stray field is not one-to-one and cannot

be inverted. In order to say anything about the magnetization pattern given the measured

stray field, we must measure several materials parameters and make further assumptions

based on micromagnetic theory. Recent studies dealing with these issues have taken two

main approaches: assume a domain wall profile based on micromagnetic theory [65, 66],

or fix a local magnetization gauge or helicity angle ψh [28]. The first method has the

advantage that the local helicity angle can be extracted and need not be assumed as fixed

along the entire length of a domain wall, but the second method has the nice property

that it does not rely on an analytic form of the domain wall profile (DMI will lead to

deviations in domain wall shape [162]). In this work we use the reconstruction methods

described in [28] to estimate the domain wall position in the Bloch magnetization gauge

(|ψh| = 0), but then fix the magnetization pattern using the analytic form of a thin

film domain wall to calculate the stray magnetic field as a function of helicity angle

magnitude.

For the low external fields used in these measurements, the stray field along the NV

axis changes sign at different points in the imaging plane. Since the NV measures only

the absolute value of the stray field, estimation of the domain wall position requires us to

assign a polarity to regions of the image separated by zero-field contours. Reconstruction

of the full vector magnetic field can then proceed as described in [28, 125] and above in

E.1. The Mz component of magnetization is easily calculated in the Bloch gauge by
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projecting Fourier components of the stray field B̃z(k, z) down to the sample surface

using a stray field transfer function α(k, z, t), similar to [163],

α(k, z, t) ≡ 1

2
e−kz

(
1− e−kt

)
(E.10)

M̃z(k) =
B̃z(k, z)

kα(k, z, t)
(E.11)

In our case, this procedure leads to amplification of image noise because of the some-

what large NV scan height. Mz is then used to find the position of the domain wall, but

is not used to simulate the stray field. The magnetization components calculated relative

to the domain wall position are

Mz = Mstanh

(
x⊥

∆DW

)
(E.12)

M⊥ = Mscos(ψh)sech

(
x⊥

∆DW

)
(E.13)

M‖ = Mssin(ψh)sech

(
x⊥

∆DW

)
(E.14)

|ψh| =





0, D > Dc

arccos
(
D
Dc

)
, |D| < Dc

π, D < −Dc

(E.15)

where Dc = 2ln(2)µ0M
2
s t/π

2. Using the BLS value of D, the expected helicity angle is

|ψh| ' 53◦. Assuming a fixed helicity angle, the best fit helicity magnitudes given by the

images in Figure 6, SE.1, and SE.2 are 58◦, 75◦, and 72◦ respectively. The best fit helicity

magnitudes correspond to the angles that minimize the RMS error between the measured
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and simulated stray field in a 1.4 µm box around each bubble. Figure SE.3 shows the

average RMS error per pixel over the whole range of helicity angle magnitude for the

three bubbles. The best fit helicity values depend on the extracted material parameters

described in section 4.2.1, and as such, the main source of uncertainty in determining

these values is due to a possible systematic error caused by an unknown magnetic dead

layer thickness. Using the material parameters extracted for the case of the 0.36 nm

thick magnetic dead layer described in section 4.2.1, the best fit helicity magnitudes for

the skyrmion bubbles in Figure 6, SE.1, and SE.2 are 73◦, 86◦, and 85◦ respectively.

Another source of error in the extraction of helicity angle magnitude comes from

static fluctuations in the stray field due to variations in the magnetic surface density

Is. These fluctuations can be seen in a stray field measurement of the saturated state.

Figure SE.4 shows these stray field fluctuations in the same imaging area as shown in

Fig. 6 of the main text, but at larger external field Bext = 12 G. In other works these

fluctuations have been attributed to fluctuations in local magnetization magnitude or

film thickness [68, 164].
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data
right-handed Néel (|ψh| = 0°)
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Figure E.1: Magnetization reconstruction example. (a) Measured absolute value of the
magnetic field along the NV axis. (b) The simulated magnetic field along the NV axis
for the best fit helicity angle 75◦. (c) Linecuts at various angles φ across the magnetic
bubble, comparing the measured magnetic field shown in (a) to the simulated field for
four domain wall types— right-handed Néel, Bloch, left-handed Néel, and a domain
wall with |ψh| = 75◦. The NV height is calibrated to be 77 ± 4 nm. The NV angle
relative to the film normal is measured as 61◦±4◦ using an external field aligned along
the film normal. The in-plane NV angle is extracted from the BNV bubble image by
finding the direction of maximum field gradient at the domain wall and is −4◦ ± 1◦

relative to the image x-axis.
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Figure E.2: Magnetization reconstruction example. (a) Measured absolute value of the
magnetic field along the NV axis. (b) The simulated magnetic field along the NV axis
for the best fit helicity angle 72◦. (c) Linecuts at various angles φ across the magnetic
bubble, comparing the measured magnetic field shown in (a) to the simulated field for
four domain wall types— right-handed Néel, Bloch, left-handed Néel, and a domain
wall with |ψh| = 72◦. The same NV is used as in Fig. SE.1, with parameters, angle
relative to the film normal = 61◦ ± 4◦, in-plane NV angle = −4◦ ± 1◦ relative to the
image x-axis, NV height = 77± 4 nm.
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Figure E.3: RMS differences in measured vs. simulated stray field as a function of the
helicity angle in a 1.4 µm box centered on each bubble. (a) skymion bubble in Fig.
6, (b) skymion bubble in Fig. SE.1, (c) skymion bubble in Fig. SE.2.
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Figure E.4: Measured magnetic field along NV axis for saturated magnetic state at
Bext = 12 G in the same image are as that of Fig. 6 of the main text. Fluctuations in
the measured stray field are static and are attributed to fluctuations in the parameter
Is = Mst, coming from either fluctuations in the film thickness or local magnetic
saturation.
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E.3 Current reconstruction
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Figure E.5: (a) Simulated jy with w=2.7 µm, lee = 10 µm, and lmr = 25 µm. (b)
Linecut across the simulated jy at the position of the slit, given by the dashed red
line in (a).

An example of the reconstruction procedure will be given below for simulated stray

field data from a ballistic flow profile through a slit and for measured stray field data for

current flow through our slit near CN at room temperature. The current density is cal-

culated using the algorithm1, taken from [149]. The algorithm calculates the 2D current

density for a slit of width w, in an area of size Lx by Ly with periodic boundary condi-

tions. If Lx and Ly are large, then the current distribution will be a good approximation

to a single slit embedded in a device with dimensions much larger than the slit width.

The depth of the slit is assumed to be much smaller than the width. The simulation

also takes the electron-electron scattering length lee and momentum relaxing scattering

length lmr as input parameters. Different regimes can be be simulated by varying these

parameters relative to each other and relative to the slit width w. Below we take w=2.7

µm, lee = 10 µm, and lmr = 25 µm to simulate the regime of ballistic flow. This regime

1provided by Andrew Lucas
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is chosen because the artifacts of the reconstruction process are especially clear when

reconstructing the square, ballistic current density profile in the slit.

The resulting current distribution is used to calculate the stray magnetic field at a

height of z = 129 nm. The components of the stray magnetic field are shown in Fig.

E.6, along with the field along the NV axis. The reconstruction is then performed on the

simulated BNV data. First the Bx and Bz components of the field are reconstructed from

BNV . Figure E.7 gives a comparison between the initial Bx and By and the reconstructed

components. The finite image artifacts discussed above are visible, particularly in the

reconstructed Bx, which has a constant offset and also large deviations from the starting

Bx at the left and right image edges.

The current density is then calculated from the reconstructed Bx and By. When

calculating the current density, a Gaussian filter is applied in k-space with width given

by the NV height. This smooths the current density over the length scale of the NV

height, but it also controls the amplification of higher frequency noise. The resulting

reconstructed current distribution is shown in Fig. E.8.
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Figure E.6: Simulated magnetic field components for the ballistic current distribution.
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Figure E.7: Comparison between the initial and reconstructed Bx and By fields. (a)Bx
reconstructed. (b) Comparison of initial and reconstructed linecuts across Bx at the
position of the slit, given by the dashed red line in (a). (c)By reconstructed. (d)
Comparison of initial and reconstructed linecuts across By at the position given by
the dashed red line in (a).
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Figure E.8: Current density reconstructed from the simulated BNV . The jx (a), jy
(b) components give current density magnitude |j| in (c). A comparison between the
starting and reconstructed components jy is shown in the linecut in (d). The cut is
taken across the slit, given by the dashed red line in (b). The k-space filter leads to
the slight rounding of the current density at the edges of the slit. The finite image,
edge effect of the vector field reconstruction shows up in the left and right edges of
the reconstructed jy .
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Figure E.9: Current density reconstructed from the simulated BNV , using the in-
correct NV height zNV = 200 nm, starting from simulated field data at z = 138 nm.
Using a height in the reconstruction that is greater than the measurement height leads
to over sharpening of the current density at the slit edges, giving slight Ohmic peaks
even when starting from a ballistic profile.
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Appendix F

Stray electric field effects

The NV spin levels are sensitive to electric fields through spin-spin and spin-orbit cou-

pling. Treating the effect of strain as an effective local electric field σ, combined with

an external electric field E, NV transition frequencies shift in the presence of an external

electric field as [165],

∆f+/− = d||Πz±
{√

γ2B2
z + d2

⊥Π2
⊥ −

γ2B2
⊥d⊥Π⊥
D

cos (2φB + φΠ) +
γ4B2

⊥
4D2

−
√
γ2B2

z + d2
⊥σ

2
⊥ −

γ2B2
⊥d⊥σ⊥
D

cos (2φB + φσ) +
γ4B2

⊥
4D2

}

where Π = σ + E, φB = arctan(By/Bx), φΠ = arctan(Πy/Πx). The parallel and per-

pendicular coupling parameters are d|| = 0.35 Hz cm/V and d⊥ = 17 Hz cm/V [166].

In our scanning graphene measurements, the strain is small, B⊥ � D, B⊥ / Bz,

d⊥E⊥/γBz � 1, and the shift in transition frequencies due to an external electric field

become

∆f+/− ' d||Ez ±
(d⊥E⊥)2

γ|Bz|
(F.1)

In our scanning measurements, measure the shift due to magnetic fields by measuring the

NV transition frequencies with current ±I and take the frequency difference to subtract

off the shifts in the NV frequency due to static electric fields. This works well if the
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electric field due to the gate-sample potential difference Vgs is constant, but in the case

where the source voltage bias Vs is large, the stray electric field will change when changing

the current flow direction. In this case, the differential frequency measurement using ±I

will not completely cancel the shifts in the NV frequency due to the electric field. Let

α be the stray electric field above the sample normalized by the gate-sample voltage,

E = αVgs = α(Vg − Vs), where Vg is the voltage applied to the gate relative to ground.

After performing the differential frequency measurement, the remaining shifts due to the

parallel and perpendicular electric fields are

∆f|| ≈ 2d||αNV Vs (F.2)

∆f⊥ ≈ 4
α2
⊥d

2
⊥

γ|BNV |
VgVs (F.3)

F.1 Stray electric fields from graphene devices

200 nm

400 nm

2.7 μm yz-slice

xz-slice

Figure F.1: Diagram of the simulation dimensions of the graphene constriction. The
graphene area is purple. The dashed white lines indicate the xz and yz cut planes
electric field slices shown in Fig. F.2 and Fig. F.3.

The stray electric field above the graphene device can be simulated using Comsol.
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Figure F.2 shows a cut through the magnitude of the stray electric field in a slice through

the graphene device, normalized by the gate-graphene potential difference, in the yz-

plane, 200 nm from the side of the constriction. Figure F.3 shows a cut through the

magnitude of the stray electric field in a slice through the graphene device, normalized

by the gate-graphene potential difference, in the xz-plane, centered on the middle of the

constriction. Figure F.4 shows 1D linecuts through the simulated electric field magnitude

in the minimum-height NV scan plane. The relative permittivity of the hBN layers is

taken to be εr = 3.0 in these simulations.
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Figure F.2: Magnitude of the electric field, normalized by the gate-graphene potential
difference Vgs, in a yz-plane slice through the graphene device 200 nm from the side
of the constriction. The white dashed line indicates the minimum scan height of the
NV. The black lines outline the hBN layers.

This minimum-height electric field magnitude can be used to calculate the worst-case

frequency shifts in the differential NV signal. For a the measured contact resistances

of a couple kΩs, and carrier densities > 5 × 1011/cm2, the bias-induced potential at
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Figure F.3: Magnitude of the electric field, normalized by the gate-graphene potential
difference Vgs, in an xz-plane slice through the graphene device center on the middle
of the constriction. The white dashed line indicates the minimum scan height of the
NV. The black lines outline the hBN layers.

the constriction is dominated by the contact resistance and this potential can be a few

hundred mV. Taking a worst-case Vs = 0.3 V, and using the maximum, normalized

electric field magnitude 2× 106 m−1, the maximum shifts in the NV frequency that are

not canceled by the differential measurement are calculated from Eqns. F.2 and F.3. As

Eqn. F.3 indicates, the shift due to a perpendicular electric field can be suppressed by

applying a magnetic field along the NV axis. For example, for BNV = 10 G, the magnetic

field suppresses the differential-remnant frequency shift from this worst-case electric field

to ∼12 kHz. The parallel electric shift is not suppressed by the external magnetic field,

but coupling parameter d|| is smaller and the remnant shifts due to a worst-case parallel

electric field is roughly 4 kHz. For comparison, the typical photon-collection noise in

these 2D graphene scanning measurements is ∼ 1 µT, or a frequency shift of 28 kHz.
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Figure F.4: (a) Linecut through the normalized electric field magnitude at x = 200
nm from the constriction side and z = 100 nm above the graphene (the minimum NV
scan height). (b) Linecut through the normalized electric field magnitude at y = 0
(constriction center) and z = 100 nm above the graphene (the minimum NV scan
height).

This implies that the stray electric field is not causing large systematic errors in NV

measurement of stray magnetic field. However, the static shifts in the NV frequency due

to the the stray electric field in the large gate voltage regime can be quite large. For the

same external magnetic field BNV = 10 G, a gate voltage of Vg = 6 V can give worst-case

shifts due to the perpendicular electric field of ∼ 0.5 MHz. These shifts are not negligible

on the scale of the magnetic 10 µT scale fields we are detecting due to the current flow,

but the differential measurement using ±I cancels most of this stray electric field effect.

Despite this calculation showing that the stray electric fields are likely not giving rise

to systematic errors in the measured stray magnetic field, there is an unresolved and

possibly electric-field-related measurement effect near the edges of the graphene device

constrictions or near some graphene device edges. In some scans, a decrease in the NV

sensitivity is observed at a particular corner of the constriction, and the corner that this

occurs at depends on the orientation of the NV. The effect seems to be accompanied

by an increase in the Rabi time and an increase in the asymmetry in the depth of the
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two NV spin state transitions. These effects could be also result from the coupling of

microwaves to currents inside the graphene device, which could produce large, phase-

shifted microwave fields near narrow, high-current density areas of the device.
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